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To my reader.

These no tes ha ve the status of "Letters written to myself":

r

wrote them

down becau se , without doing so, I f ound mys elf re peating the same arguments over
an d over

again~

When read ing what I had written, I was nat always too s atisfied .

For one thing, I fel t that they suffered from a marked verbosity . Ye L I do
not try to con den se them (now), fir s tly becau s e that would introduce another
de lay and I wou ld lik e to "t hi nk onu, seco ndl y because earlier experiences have
mad e me afraid o f being misu nderstood: many a programmer tends to s ee his
(so met ime s ra ther speci f ic ) diffi c ul ties as the core of the subj ect and as a

res ult t he r e are wide l y divergent o pinions as to what programming is re al l y about.

For ano th er thing, as a document this is very in comple te: I am only too
aware of t he fac t t ha t i t en ds in mid-air. Yet] have decided t o have these
notes du pl i ca t ed , bes ides s ome practical considerations mainly to show what

I hav e thought to tho se who expre ss ed intere st in it or to those who se comment s
wo uld welcome .

I hop e that, de s pite its de fe cts, you will enjoy at least part s of it. If
these not e s

pro~e

to be a so urce o f ins piration or to give you a new ap preciation

of the programmer 's trade, s ome o f my goal s will have been reached.

Edsger W.Dijkstra
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On our inability to do much.

I am fac ed with a b asic problem of presentati on. What I am reall y concerned
about i s t he compo s ition of large pr og rams , the text of which may be, s a y , of t he

s ame s ize as the who l e text of thi s booklet . Al so I have to include e xamples to
illu s trate the various techniqu e s . For prac tical re as on s , the demon str ation
programs mu st be smal l , many time s s maller than the " l ife-size programs " I have in
mind. My basi c probl e m i s that prec isel y this differen ce in scale is on e of the

major sources of ou r difficulties in programming !

It would be very nice if I cou ld illustrate the various techniqu es with
small demo n stration programs a nd cou l d co nclude wit h

H •••

and wh en faced with a

program a thou san d ti me s as l arg e , you comJXlse it i n the same way .1I Thi s common
educ a t ional dev ic e , howeve r, would be sel f-defeatin g as one of my cen tral theme s
wi l l be that any two t hings that differ in some respe ct by a factor of already a
hund re d or more, are utterly in compar able.

Histo ry has s hown that this t ru t h is very hard to believe. Apparent ly we are
t oo muc h train e d to di sreg ard diffe r ences in scale , to treat them as "g radual
di f fere nces that are not essential n . We tell ourse lve s that what we can do once,
we can also do twice and by induction we fool ours elves into believing that we can
do it as man y t im es as needed , but this is just not

t rue~

A fac tor of a thousand

i s a l re ady fa r beyond our powers of imagination!

Let me give you two examples to ru b this in. A one-year old child will crawl
o n all fo urs with a speed of, say, on e mile per hou r . But a speed of a thousand
mil es per hour i s that of a super s on i c jet. Con s ider ed as ob jects with moving
abili ty the child and the jet are incomparable, for whatever one can do the other
can not and viCE vers a. Also: one can close one' s eye s and imagine how it feels to
be s tanding in an open place, a prairie or a sea s hare, while far away a big,
reinless horse i s approaching at a gallop , one can "s ee " it approac hi ng and passing.
To do the same wi t h a phalan x of a t hou s and of the s e big beas t s i s me ntal l y impo ss ible: your heart would miss a n umber of beats b y pure panic, if you could !

To complicate matters stil l furt her, problems of si ze do not on ly cause me
probl ems of pre s entation, but they lie at the heart of the subject: wide s pread
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underestimation of the specific difficulties of si ze seems one of the major underlying causes of the current software failure. To all this I can see only one
answe r , viz. to treat problems of size as explicit ly as possible. Hence the title
of this s ection.

To start with, we h ~ve the "size" of the computation, i.e. th e amount of
in for mation and the number of ope ration s involved i n it. It i s essential that this
s ize i s large , fo r if i t were really small , it would be easier not to use the
computer at all and to do it by hand. The automatic co mputer owes it right to
exist, i t s us efu lness , prec i sely to its ability to perform l arge computations
where we humans cannot. We want the computer to do what we could never do ourselves
and t he power of present-day machi nery i s suc h that e ven s mall computation s are by
their very s ize already far beyo nd the powers of our unaided imagination.

Yet we mus t organ ize th e computations in s uch a way that our limited powers
are s uffi cient to guarante e that the computation will e stablish the desired effect.
This o r ganizing include s the composition of the program an d here we are faced with
the ne xt probl em of size, viz. the leng th of the program text, and we shoul d give
this problem al s o ex plic it recognition. We should remain aware o f the f act that the
extent to whic h we can read or wri t e a text i s very much dependent on its size. In
my count ry the entrie s in the telephon e directory are gro uped by town or village
and within each s uch g r oup the s ub s cribe rs are l isted by name in alphabetical
order. I myse l f live in a small vi llag e an d given a telephone numbe r I have only
to s can a few column s to f i nd out to whom the tele phone nu mber be longs , but to do
the same in a large city would be a major data proces s ing task!

It is in t he same mood that I should like to draw t he reader's attention to
the fac t that "c larity" has pronounced quantitative as pects, a fact man y mathemat i ci ans , curious l y enough, seem to be unaware of. A theorem stating the validity
of a conclusion when ten pages full of conditions are satisfied is hardl y a co nvenient tool, a s all conditions have to be verified whenever the theorem is
appeal e d to. In Euclidearl geometry, Pythagoras' Theorem holds for any three point s
A, E and C such that t hrough A and C a st raight line can be drawn orthogonal to a
straig ht line through Band C. How many mathematicians appreciate that the theorem
remain s ap plicable when some or all of the points A, E and C coincide? Yet thi s
seems l a r ge ly r es pon s ib le for the conven ience with which Pythagoras Theo re m can be
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us ed.

Summarizing: a s a s low-wi t ted human be in g I ha ve a very smal l head a nd I had
better learn to live with it and to r es pect my limitation s and give them full
credit, rather than to try to ignore them, for the latter vain effort will be
puni s hed by failure.
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On the reliability of mechanisms.

Be ing a programmer by trade, programs are what I am talking about and the
true subject o f this section re ally is the reliability o f programs . That , neverthe l ess, I have ment io ned "mech anisms " in it s title is because I regard programs
as spec ific instances of mechanisms, and that I wanted to express, at least once,
my st r ong fe e l i ng t hat man y of my c ons i deration s concerning s oftware are , mutati s
mut and i s , jus t a s relevant for hardware des ign.

Pre sent-day computers are amazing pieces of equipment, but most amazing of
all are the uncertain groun ds on account of whic h we attach any validity to their
output . It starts already with our belief that the hardware functions properly.

Let us r es t r ict, for a moment, our attention to the hardware and let us
wonder to what e xten t one can convince oneself of its being properly constructed.
Some years ago a machine was installed on t he premises of my Un iversity ; in its
documentat ion it was stated that it contain ed, among many other things, circuitry
for the fixed-po int multiplication of two 27-bit in tegers . A l egitimate question
seems to be: "I s this multiplier co r rect, is it performing according to the
spec ificatio ns?".

The naiv e answer to. this is: lIWell, the number of different multiplications

thi s mul tipl i e r i s c laimed to perfor m correctl y i s fi nite , viz . 254 , s o l e t us
try them al l ." But, reas onable as thi s answer may seem , it i s not, f or although

a si ngle mult i plication took only s ome tens of microseconds, the total time
needed for thi s fi ni te set of multiplications would add up to more th an 10 000
ye ars!

\~e

must conclude that exhaustive testing, even af a sin gle component such

as a mul tiplie r , is enti r ely out of the question. (Testing a compl ete computer on

the s ame basis would imply the e stablished correct process ing of all possible
programs ! )

A fir st con seq uenc e of the 10 000 years is that during its life-time the
multipl ier will be asked to pe rform onl y a negligeable fraction o f the vast number
of all possible multiplications i t could do: practically none of

th e m~

Funnily

enough, we s till require that it wou l d do any multiplication correctly when ordered
to do s o. The reas on underlying thi s fantastic quality requirement is that we do
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not know in advance, which are .the negligeably few multiplications it will be
asked to perform. In our reasonin g about our programs we talk about "the product"

and have abstracted from the specific values of the factor s : we do not know them,
we do not wish to know t hem, i t is not our business to know them, it is our
bus iness not to k now

t hem ~

Our wish to t hink i n terms of the concept "the product",

abstracted from the specific instances occurring in a computation is granted, but
the price paid for thi s i s precisely the reliability requirement that

~

mu l ti-

plication of the vast s et will be performed correctly. So much for the justification
of our desire for a correct multiplier.

Eut how is the co rrec tness e s tablishe d in a convincing manner? As long as
the mul t iplier i s c on sidered a s a black bo x , the onl y thing we can do is "testing

by sampling", i, e . offering to the multiplier a feasible amount of factor pairs
and checking the result. But i n view of the 10000 years, it is clear that we can
only test a negligeable fractio n of the po s sible mUltiplication s . Whole clas ses
of i n some sense Itcrit ical ll multip l ications may remai n untested and in view of the
r eliability jus t ly desired, our quality control i s still most unsatisfactory .
Therefore it i s not done that way.

The s traightforward conclusion is the fol l owing: a convincing demonstration
of correctness being impo ssible as long as the mechanism 'is regarded as a black
box, our only hope lies in not regardi ng the mechanism as a black box. I shall
call thi s "taking the structure of the mechanism into account".

From now onwards the type of mechanisms we are going to deal with are programs.

(I n many respects, programs are mechanisms much easier to deal with than circuitry.
which i s re ally an analogue device and su bject to wear and tear.) And also with
programs it is fairly hopeless to establi sh t he correctness beyond even the mildest
doubt by te sting without taking t hei r structure into account. In other words, we
remark that the extent to which the program correctness can be established is no t
purely a fu nction of the program's external specifications and behaviour but
depends critically upon its inte r nal structure.

Recalling that our true concern is with really large programs , we obs erve as
an aside th at the size it s elf requires a high confidence level for the indi vidual
program components . If t he chance of correctness of an individual component equals
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p, th e chance of correctne ss of a whol e program, composed of N such compon en ts,
something like
P = p

18

N

As N will be very l a rg e , p s hou l d be ve ry , very close to 1 i f we desire P t o differ
significantly from ze r o!

When we now take the position that it is nat only the programmer1s task to
produce a correct program but also to demon st rate its correctness i n a conv incing
manner, t hen t he abo ve r emarks have a profound infl uence on the programmer's
acti vity : the object he has to produce mu st be usefully s tructured.

The re maining part of this monog raph wi l l mainly be an exploration of what
progr am st ructure can be used t o good advan tage. In what fol l ows it will become

appar ent that program correctness i s not my only concern t program adaptabilit y or
manag eab il i ty will be an oth er . This st re ss on program manageability i s my deliberate
choi ce, a choice that, there fore, I should lik e to justify_

While i n the pa s t the growth i n power of the gene rall y available equipment
has mitigated the urgency of the efficienc y requirement s , this very same growth has
create d its new difficulties. Once one has a powerful machine at one' s dispo s al one
tr ies to use it and t he si ze of the problems one tac kles ad jus ts itself to the
scope o f the qui pmen t : no one think s about programming an algorithm tha t would
t a ke t wen t y ye ars to exec ute. With proce ss ing power i n creased by a factor of a
thou san d aver the last ten to fifteen ye a rs , Man has become considerab.l y morE
ambit i o us i n selecting probl ems that now s hould be "t e chnically feasibl e ". Size,

compl e xity and so phistic ation of programs o ne should like to make have e x ploded
and o ver t he pas t years it has become patently clear that on the who l e our
programming ab i li ty has not kept pace with these explo ding demands made on it.

Th e power of avai l able equipmen t will continue to grow: we can expe c t
manufacturers t o de ve lo p stil l fa ster machines and even wi thout that development
we shal l witness that the ty pe of machine t hat i s pres ently c onsidered a s exce pt-

ional l y fast will become more and mor e common. The things we should like to do
with these machines wi ll grow in proportion and it i s on this extrapolatio n t hat
I have f orme d my pict ure of the programmer' s task.
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My conclusion i s that it i s becoming mo s t urgent to stop to consider
programming primarily as the minimiz ation o f a cost/performance ratio. We should
recognize that already no w programming i s much more an intel lectual challenge: the
art of programmin g i s the art of o rganizing complexity, of maste ring multitude and
avoiding it s bastard ch aos as effectively as possible.

My refu s al to regard efficiency consider ations as the programmer's prime
concern i s not mean t to imply t hat 1 disregard them. On the con trary , efficiency
considerations are recognized as on e of the main i ncent i ves to modifying a
logically correc t prog ram. My point, however, i s that we can on ly afford to
optimize (Whatever that may be) provided that the program remain s sufficiently
manageable .

Let me en d th is s ection with a final aside on the significanc e of computers.
Computer s a r e extremely flexible and powerful tools and many feel that their
a pplicat ion i s changing the f ace of the earth. I would ven ture the o pi nion that
as l ong as we regard them primari l y as tools, we might grossly underestimate their
s ignificance. Their influence as tools mig ht turn out to be but a ripple on the
sur f ace of ou r culture, whereas I ex pect them to have a much more profound i nfl uence

in their capacity of intellectual chall enge !

Coro l lary of the first part of t hi s section:
Pro gr am testing can be used to show the presence of bugs, but never to show
their a bsence ~
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On our mental aids.

In the previous section we have stated that the programmer' s duty is to make
his product "u s ef ully st r uctured U and we me n tioned the program s tructure iri con-

nection with a convincing demonstration of the correctness of the program.

But how do we convince? And how do we convince ourselves? What are the
t ypical patterns of t houg ht enab ling ourselves to unde rstand? It is to a broad
survey of such que s tions that the current section is devoted. It is written with
my sincerest apologies to t he professional ps ychologis t, because it will be
amateurishly superficial. Yet I ho pe ( and tru s t) that it will be sufficient to
give us a yardstick b y whic h to me asure the useful nes s of a proposed structuring.

Among the menta l aids available to understand a program \or a proof of its
correctness ) there ar e t hree t hat I should li ke to mention explicitly:

1)

Enumeration

2)

Mat hematical i nduction

3)

Abstraction.

I regard a s an a ppeal to e numeration the effort to verify a property of the
computation s that can be evoked by an enumerated set of statements performed in
s equence , includ i ng c onditional clauses dis tinguishing between two or more cases.

Let me give a simple example of what I call "enumerative reasoning".

It is as ked to establish that the succes s ive e xecution of the following two
statemen t s
"dd:= dd / 2;

if

dd .::: r do r:= r - dd"

operatin g on the variable s "rH and "dd" l eaves the relations

0<

r

< dd

( 1)

invariant. One ju s t IIfollows " the litt l e piece of program assuming that (1) is
sati s fied to s tart with. After the execution of the first statement, which halves
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the value of dd, but l e aves r unch anged , the relatio ns

o ::::

r < 2 " dd

wil l hold. Now we dis tingu.ish two mutually e xclus ive cases .

dd < r.

1)

Together with (2) thi s leads to the relations
dd ::::

r

< 2 " dd

In t his c as e the s tatement fol l owing do wi l l be executed , ordering a de c re ase of
r

by dd, so t hat f r om (3 ) it follows t hat eventually

0:::: r

< dd

i. e . (1) will be s ati s fi e d.

2).'2£':!. dd:::: r ( i.e. dd > r).

In this case the statement following do wil l be

skipped an d t here fore al s o r has it s final va l ue. In thi s case "dd > rll together

with ( 2 ) , which is valid after the execution of the first statement leads
imme diately to

o ::::

r

< dd

so t ha t also 1n t he s econd case (1) will be sat i sfied.

Thu s we have completed our proof of the in var iance of relations (1) , we have
also completed our example of enumerative reasoning, conditional clauses included.

I have mentioned mathematical induction explicitl y because it i s the only
pattern o f reas o ni ng tha t I am aware of that eventua l l y enables us to cope with
l oo ps (such as c an be e xpressed by r epe tition clauses) and recursive procedures.
I shou l d like to give an example .

Le t us co ns ider the sequence of va l ues
( 1)

given by
for i

=0

d,

for i

> 0

d,

1
1

=D
= f(d H

(2a)
)

(2b)
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where D is a given value and

f

a given (computable) function. It is asked to make

the value of the variable "d 'l equal to the first value d

k

in the sequence that

satisfies a given ( computable) condition "prop". It is given that suc h a value

exists for finite k. A more formal definition of the requirement i s to establish
the relation
where k is given by the (truth of t he ) expressions
prop(d )
k
non prop(d,)

and

--

~

for all i satisfying 0

S

i < k

We now conside r the following program part:
IId: ::=

D;

(6 )
in whic h the first line represents the initialization and the second one the loo p,
controlled by the (hopefully self- explanatory) repetition clau se ~ ....£2.. (In

terms of the condi t ional clau s e if •.. do, used in our previous example , a more
forma l defi ni tion Df the

semantics of the repetition clause is by st ating that

Hwhile B do 5"
i s semantically equi v alent with
"i f

B..9£
begin 5; while B.£2. 5 end"

expressing t h at

"~

B" is th e necessary and s ufficient condition for the repetition

to termin ate. )

Call ing in t he construction "while B do 5" the statement 5 "the repeated
s tatement" we shal prove that in program (6) :
aft er the n-th exe cution of the repeated statement will hold (for n ~O )
d

and

= dn

(7a)

prop(d.)

for all i satisfying

~

The above statement holds for n

=0

OS

i <n

(by enumerative reas oning); we ha ve to

prove (by en umerative r easoning) that wh en it holds for n = N (N ~ 0), i t will
also hold for n

~

N + 1.

(7b)
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Afte r the N-th e xecution of the repeated st at ement relation s ( 7a ) and (7b)
are sati sfie d for n = N. For the N+1st ex e cution to take place, the neces s ary and

sufficie nt condition i s the truth of
non prop(d )
whic h, thanks to (7a) f or n

=N

(i .e. d

= d N)

means

non pro p(d )

-

N

l eading t o condition (7b) being satisfied f or n

=N +

1.

Furthermore, d

= dN and

(2b) lead s t o
so that the net effect of the N+1 st execution of the r epeated st atement

es tablished the re l ation
d

= d N+1

i.e. r ela t ion (7a ) for N

=N +

1 and t hus the induction step (7) has been proved.

Now we s hall show that the repe tition terminates af ter the k-th execution
of the repeated statement. The n-th execution cannot take place for n > k f or

(on account of 7b ) thi s would imply

thereby v iolating

(4) .

When the r e petiti on t erminates after t he n-th execution of

th e repeated statement, the neces sary and s uffi cien t condition for termin at ion,
viz .
becomes, thanks to (7a)

prop(d )
n

(8)

This exc l udes termination for n < k , as this would v io late (5). As a result the

repetition will terminate with n = k, so that (3) follows from (7a) , (4) f ollows
from (8) and (5) fol l ow s from ( 7b ) . Which terminates our proof.

Before turning our attention away from thi s example illu stratin g the use of
mathematical i nduct ion as a pattern of r easo nin g, I shou ld lik e to add s ome remarks,
because I have the uneasy feeling that by now some of my readers -in particular
experienced and competent programmers- wi ll be terribly irritated, vi z. those
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readers for whom program (6) is so obviously correct that they wonder what all the
fuss is about: "Why his pompous restatement of the problem as in (3), (4) and (5),
because anyone knows what is meant by the first value in the sequence, satisfying
a condition? Certainl y he does not expect us, who have work to do, to supply
s uch lengthy proofs, wiih all the mathematical dressing, whenever we use such a

simple loop as that?" Etc.

To tell the honest truth: the pomp and length of the above proof infuriate
me as

w 8 11~

But at pre sent I cannot do much better i f I really try to prove the

correctness of this program. But it sometimes fill s me with the same kind of anger
as years ago the crazy proofs of the first simple theorems in plane geometry did,
pro v ing things of the same degree o f "obviousness" as Euclid's axioms themselves.

Of course I would not dare to suggest (at least at present~) that it is the
programmer's duty to supply such a proof whenever he writes a simple loop in his
program. If so, he could never wri te a program of any size at all! It would be as

impractical

85

reducing eac h proof in plane geometry explicitly and in extenso to

Euclid' s axioms. ( Cf. Section liOn our inability to do much.")

My moral is threefold. Firstly, when a programmer considers a construction
like

(6) as obviou sly correct, he can do so because he is f amiliar with the

con s truction. I prefer to regard hi s behaviour as an unconscious appe al to a
theo rem he knows, although perhaps he has never bothered to formulate it; and once

in his life he ha s con vince d hims e l f of its truth, although he has probably forgotten
in wh i ch way he did it and although the way was (probably) unfit for print. But we
could call our as s e rtion s about prog r am

(6) ,

say, "The Linear Search Theorem" and

knowing s uch a name it is much easier (an d more natural) to appeal to it consciously.

Se condly, to th e best of my knowledge, there is no .set of theorems of the
type illustrated above, whose usefulness has been generally accepted. But we should
not be amazed about that , for the absence of such a set of theorems is a direct
co nse qu ence of the fact that the t y pe of object - i .e. programs- has not s ettled

down. Th e ki nd of ob je c t the programmer is dealing with, viz. programs , is much

les s well-established than the kind of object that is dealt with in plane geometry.
In the mean time the intuit ively competent programmer is probably the one who
confines himself, whenever acceptable, to program structures with which he is very
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familiar, while becoming ver y alert and careful whenever he constructs something
unu s ual (far him). For an established style of programming, however, it might be
a useful act ivi ty to look for a body of theorems pertinent to such pr ograms.

Thirdly , the length of th e proof we needed in our last example is a warning
that should not be ignored. There is of course the possibility that a better
mathematician wi ll do a much shorter and more elegant job than I have done.
Personall y I am incl i ned to conclude from this length that programming is more
difficult than is commonly assumed: let us be honestly humble and interpret the
length of the proof a s an urgent ad vice to restrict our se l ves to simple structures
whenever possible and t o avoid in all inte l lectual modesty "clever constructions"

like the plague.

At this s tage I f ind it hard to be ve r y explicit about t he role of abs traction,
partly becau se it permeates the whole subject. Consider an algorithm and all possible
com putation s it can evok e : starting from the computation s the algorithm is what
remai ns when one abstracts from the s pecific values manipUlated t hi s t ime. The
concept of "a variable" represents an abstraction from it s curr en t value. It has
been remark ed to me (to my great regret I can not remember by wham and so I am
unable to give credit where it s eems due) that once a person has understood the

way in whic h variables are used in programming, he

has

understood the quintes sen ce

of programming. We can fi nd a confirmation for this remark when we return to our
use of mathemati cal induc t ion wit h regard to the repetition: on the one hand it is
by abstraction th at the concepts are i nt roduced in terms of whic h the induction
s t ep can be formulated; on the other hand it i s the repetition that really calls
f or the concept of

tl a

vari able". (Wit hout repetition one can re s trict one s elf

to "quanti ties" the val ue of which has to be defi ned at mos t once b ut never has

to be redef ined as in the case of a variable.)

There i s a l so an abstraction involved in n aming an operation and using it
on account o f "what it does ll whil e completely disregarding "how it works". (In the
same way one shoul d s tate t hat a programming manual describes an ab str act machine:
the specific piece of hardware delive red by the manufacturer i s nothing but a
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-usually imperfect!- mechanical model of this abstract machine.) There is a s trong
analogy between using a named operation in a program regardless of "how it works ll
and using a theorem regardless of how it has been proved. Even if its proof i s

highly intricate, it may be a very con venient theorem to usel

Here, again, I refe r to our inability to do much. Enumerative reasoning is
all right as f ar as it goes, but as we are rather slow-witted it does not go very
far. Enumerat ive reasoning is only an adequate mental tool under the s evere boundary condition that we use it onl y very moderately. We should apprec iate abstraction
as our main men tal technique to reduce the demands made upon enumerative reasoning.

( Here Mike Woodger, National Physical Labora tory, Teddington , England, made
the f ollowi ng remark, which I insert in gratitude: "There is a parallel analogy
betwe en t he unanalyzed terms i n which an axiom or theorem is ex pressed and the

unan al yze d oper and s upon wh ic h a named operation is expected to act.")
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An example of a correctness proof.

Let us consider the following program section, where the integer constants

a and d s at is f y the relations

a2:

0

and

d>O

"integer r, dd;
dd:= d;

r:= 8;

.!!.b..i1£

dd ::::: r .£E. dd:= 2 .. dd;

t.

while dd

d do

begin dd:= dd / 2;
if dd::::: r do r:= r - dd
end"

To apply the Linear Search Theorem (see Section

liOn

our mental aids ll , sub-

section "O n mathematical inductionll) we consider the sequence of values given by

for i

= 0

dd. = d
~

for i > 0

dd

from which

dd

i
n

= 2 .. dd _

i 1

=d *

2

n

( 1)

can be derived by normal mathematical techniques, which also tell us that (because
d > 0) for finite r

will hold fo r s ome fi nit e k, t hus e nsuring that the first repetition terminate s

with

dd = d

*

2k

Solving the relation
d.=2*d·
~

for d 1. 1 gi ves

d·

~-

~-

1

1

=d./2
~

and the Line ar Search Theorem then tells us, that the second repetition will also
terminate. (As a matter of fact the second repeated statement will be executed
exactly the same number of times as the first one.)

At the termination of the first repetition,
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and therefore.

0 ::: r

<

dd

holds. As shown earl ier ( Section "On our mental aid s .", subsection "On enumeration")

the repeated statement of the second clause l e aves this relation in variant. After
termination

(on account of "while dd
dd

t

d

.£!Q.") we can conclude

d

~

whic h together with (2) gives
O<r<d

Fu rthermo re we prove that after t he initiali s ation
dd

.=.

0 mod(d)

hold s ; thi s follows, for i ns tanc e , from the fact that the po ss ible values of dd
are -see ( 1 )-

d

*

for 0::: i ::: k

2i

Our ne xt step is to verify, that after the initial ass ignment to r the
relation

a ~ r mod(d)

ho l ds.

1)

It holds after the i nit ial ass ignments.

2)

Th e rep eated statement of the first clause ("dd:~ 2

*

dd") maintain s the

in variance of (5) and therefore the whole fir s t repetition maintains the validity
of (5) .
Th e s econd repeated statement consis ts of two s tatements . The first ( "dd:~ dd/2")

3)
l eaves

(5) i nvariant, t he second one also leav es (5) invariant for either it leaves

r untouched or i t decreases r by the current value of dd, an operation which on

account of (4) also maintain s the validity of

invariant . Combining

There f ore the whole second

(5') invariant and therefore the whale repetition leaves

repeated stat ement leaves

(5)

(5).

(3)

O<r<d

and

(5),
and

the f i nal valu e the refore satisfies

a.=. r

mod(d )

i.e. r i s the smalles non-negative r emainder of t he di vi s ion of a by d.

Remark 1.

The program
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'!integer r , dd, q;

r:= a; dd:= d; q:= 0;
while dd

~ dd

S r.:!2.
f- d .:!2.

dd:= 2

*

dd;

begin dd:= dd / 2; q:= 2
if dd

S

r

*

q;

do begin r:= r - dd; q:= q + 1

~

ass igns to q the value of the corresponding quotient. The proof can be established
by ob s erving t he in variance of the relation

a = q

*

dd + r

( 1 owe this example to my colleague N.G.de Bruijn.)
Remark 2.

In the s ubsection \tOn mathematical induction." we have proved the

Linear Se arch Theorem. In the previous proof we have used another theorem about
r epet it ions ( a theore m t hat, obv iously, can only be proved by mathematical

induction, but the proof is so simple that we leave it as an exercise to the
re ader ) ,viz. t hat if prior to entry of a repetition a certain relation P holds,

whose truth i s not destroyed by a single .execution of the repeated statement,
then relation P will s till hold after termination of the repetition. This is
a very us eful theorem, often allowing us to bypass an explicit appeal to mathematical induction. (We can stat e the theorem a little bit sharper;in the repetition

one has to show that 5 is such that the truth of
P and E
prior to t he execution of 5 implies the truth of
P
a f ter it s execution.)

' Remark 3. As an exercise (for which acknowledgement is due to Jame s King, eMU,

Pittsburgh, USA) for the reader, prove that with integer A, B, x, y and z and
A> 0

and B > 0

after the execution o f the program section
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y := B; z::;::: 1;

It><:= A;

.!::!.!:!ili

y

f

0 do

beg i n if oddly) do begin y:= y - 1; z := z " x end;
y:= y / 2; x : = x

finally

8

z = A

*

x

will ho ld.

The proof has to show that (in spite of "y:= y / 2") all variables keep

integer values ; the method shows t he in varian ce of
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On the validity of proofs versus the validity of implementations.

In the pre viou s s ection I have assumed "perfect arithmetic" and in my

experience the validit y of suc h proofs often gets questioned by people who .argue
that in practice one never has perfect arithmetic at ones disposal: admissible
integer values usually have an absolut e upper bound, real numbers are only
repre sented to a fi nit e accuracy etc. So what is the v alidity of s uch proofs?

Th e answer to t hi s question seems to be the f ollowing. If one proves the
correctness of a program assuming an idealized, perfect world, one should not be

ama zed if something go es wrong when this ideal program gets executed by an "imperfect"
impl e me ntation . Obv iou s l y ! Therefore, i f we wish to prove program correctness in a

more re a lis tic world, the thing t o do is to acknowledge right at the st art that
all oper ations appeal e d to in t he prog r am (in particular all arithmetic operations)

need not be perfect, provided we state -rather axiomatically- the properties they
have to s atisfy for the proper execution of the program, i.e. the properties on

whic h the correctness proof relie s . (In the example of the previous section this
r equirement is s i mpl y ex act integer arithmetic in the range [0, 2a].)

When writing a program operating on real numbers with rounded operations,
o ne must be aware of t he assumption s one makes, such as

b > 0 implies a + b

~

a

a*b=b*a

-(a *
o* x

o+
1

*

b) =

(-a) *

b

= 0

x = x
x

x

etc.etc.

Very often the validity of such relations is e s sential to the logic of the
program. For the s ak e of compatibilit y , the programmer would be wis e to be as
undemanding as possibl e , whereas a good implementation should satisfy as many
reasonable require ments as possible.

This is the place to confess one of my blunders. In implementing ALGOL 60
we decided that "x = y" would deli ver the value

~

not only in the cas e of exact

equality , but al so whe n the two value s differed only in the least s ignificant
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digit represented, because otherwise i t was so very improbable that the value true
would ever be computed. We were thinking of converging iterations that coul d
oscillate within rounding accuracy. While we had been generous (with the best of
in ten tion s ! ) in regarding real numbers as equal, it quickly turned out that' the
chosen operation was so weak

85

to be hardly of any us e at all. What it boiled

down to was t hat the established truth of
programmer to conclude the truth of
It

a = c

a

= band

b

=c

did not allow the

The de ci s ion was quic kl y changed.

is sinc e that experience that I know that the programmer can only use his

tool by virtu e of (a number of) its properties; conversely, the programmer must be
able to state which properties he requires. (Usuall y programmers don't do s o
because, for lack of tradition as to what properties can be taken for granted,
thi s would require more explicitness than is otherwise desirable. The proliferation
of machi ne s with lousy float i ng-point hardware -together with the misapprehension
that the automat ic computer is primarily the tool of the numerical analyst- has
done much harm to the profession! )
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On understanding programs.

I n my life I ha ve s een man y programming courses that were e ss entially li ke
the us ual kind of driv i ng l es s on s , i n which o ne i s taught how to handle a car
in s t ead of how to us e a car to re ac h one's dest ination.

My point is t hat a program is never a goal i n itself; the purpo s e of a
program is to e voke computatio ns and the purpos e of t he computations is to es t ablish
a de s ired effect . Although the program is .the final product made by the pr ogrammer,
the po ss ible computations evo ke d by it-the "mak i ng" of which i s le ft to the

machin e!- are the t rue subject matt er of his trade. For instance, whenever a
programmer sta te s that his prog ram is correct, he re al ly makes an asser tion about
the computations i t may e voke.

The fact that the last stag e o f the total activity, viz. the transition from
the ( s tatic) program text to the (dynamic) computation, is essential ly left to the
mac hine is an added

com~ licatian.

I n a s en se the making of a program i s therefore

mo re di f ficult than t he mak i ng of a ma thematical theory : both program and theory
are s truct ured, time l ess objec ts. But while the mat hemat ical theory makes sense as
i t s tands, the program only make s s e ns e via its execution.

I n the r emai ning part of t hi s se ction I sha l l restrict mysel f to programs
wr i tten f o r a s equential mac h i ne an d I s hall e xpl o r e s ome af the consequences of
o u r duty to use o ur understanding of a program to mak e assertions abau .t the ensuing

computations. It i s my (unproven) claim that the ease and reliability with which we
can do this depen ds critically upon the simplicity of the relation between the twa,
i n particular upo n the nature of sequencing control. In vague terms we may state
the desirab i l ity that the structure o f the program te x t reflects the s tructure of
the computation. Or, in ot he r terms, "What can we do to shorten the conceptual gap
between the static program text (spread out in "te xt space") and th e c orresponding
compu tation s ( evolving i n time)?"

It is the pur po s e of the compu tation to est ablish a certain des ired effect.
When it starts a t a discrete moment to it will be completed at a l ater discret e
momen t t1 and we ass ume that its effect can be described by comparing "the state
at

to"

with " the st ate at t ". If no intermediate states are taken i nto consideration
1
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the effect is regarded as being establis hed by a primitive action.

When we do tak e a number of i ntermediate states into consideration this
mean s t hat we have parsed the happenin g in time. We regard it as a sequential
computation , i.e. the time-succes s ion of a number of s ubactions and we have to
conv i nce ourselves that the cumulati ve effect of this time-succession of subactions
indee d e quals the desired net effect of the total computation.

The simpl es t case is a parsing , a decompo s ition, into a fixed number of
sub act i ons that can be enumerated. In flowchart form this can be represented as
follow s .

r---

-,
I

I
I

I

I

I
52

I
I

I

:~I

:
L- ______ J
I

5n

.

I

51; 52; •••.• ; 5n

The validity of thi s decompo s i t ion has to be e s tablished by enumerative
r e as oning. In thi s case, shortening of the conceptual gap between program and
computation can be achieved by requiring that a linear piece of program text
contains names or de scriptions of the subactions in the order in which they have
to take place. In our earlier example (invariance of

0 ~ r

< dd)

"dd: ; dd / 2;

.if

dd ::5 r do r:; r - dd"

this condition is satisfied. The primary decomposition of the computation is into
a time-succession of two actions; in the program text we recognize this structure
"halve dd;
reduce r modulo dd"

We are considering all initial st ates satisfyi ng

0::5 r

< dd

and in all

computations the n con s idered, the gi ven parsing into two sub actions is applicable.
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50 far, s o good.

The pr og ram, however, is written unde r the assu mption that "reduce r modulo
dd" is no t a pr imitive action, while "decreas e r by dd" i s . Viewing all possible
happening s dur ing " r educ e r modulo dd" it becomes then relevant to distingui s h that
in s ome c ases "decrease r by ddt' takes place, while in the other cas es r remain s

unc hanged. By writing
lIif dd :::: r do decrease r by dd"

we have r e presented t h at at the g i ven le ve l of detail the actio n "reduce r modulo

dd" can t ake on e of two mu tuall y e xclu s i ve forms and we have als o gi ven th e criterion
on account of which t h e choice between them i s made. If we regard "if dd

S

r do"

a s a condi tiona], claus e attached to "decrease r by dd" it is natural that the

conditio nal cl aus e i s placed in front of the conditioned s tatement. (In this sense
the alternati ve clau s e
"if condition then statement 1 e l se s tatement 2"

i s "o ver-ord er ed" with respect to "statement 1" and "statement 2": they are just

two alternat i ves that cannot be expressed s imultaneously an a linear medium.)

The al t e r n ativE clau s e has been gener alized b y C. A. R. Hoare whose "cas e-of"

construction provides a choice between more than two possibilities. In flowchart
form the y c an be re pre sen ted as follows.

r----I
I

-- --l
?

I

I

I
I

I

I
IL

____ _

if? do S1

I

-- -,

I

I
I
I

I

r----

I
I
I

______ ...J

i f ? ~ S1 el s e S2
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These flowcharts share the property that they have a single entry at the top
and a single exit at the bottom: as i n dicated by the dotte block they can again be
interpre ted ( by disregarding what is inside t he dotted lines) as a single action
in a sequential computation. To be a little bit more precise: we are dealing with
a g re at number of po ssible computation s , primaril y deco mposed into the same t imesucce ss ion of s ubactions and it is only on clo ser inspection -i.e. by looking
inside the dotted bloc k- that i s revealed t hat o ver the collection of possible
comput ations su ch a s ubaction may take one of an enumerated set of distinguished
forms.

The above is sufficient to consider a class of computations that are primarily
decompo sed into the same set of en umerated subactions; they are insufficient to
conside r a class of computations that are primarily decomposed into a varying
numbEr of subactions (i.e. varying over the class of computations considered). It
is here that the usefulness of the repetition clauses becomes apparent. We mention
tI~

condition do statement tl and Itrepeat statement

re presented in flowchart f orm as fol l ows.

~

condi tionl1 that may be
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repeat 5

~

?

These flowchart s al s o s hare the prope rt y of a single entry at the to p and a
single exit at t he bottom. They en abl e us to ex press that the action repre s ented
by the dotted block i s on close r in s pection a time-succession of

Ila

s ufficient

number" o f s uhaction s of a certain t y pe.

We have now seen three type s of decompo s ition; we could call them "concatenation" t

" s ele ction" and "repetition " res pecti vely . The first t wo are unders tood by enumerative
reas oning, the last on e by mathematical induction.

The prog r ams that can be written using the sele ction clauses and the
repe tition claus es a s onl y mean s f o r s equencing control, permit straightforward
translation i nto a programming language that is identical but for the fact that
s e que ncing co ntrol has to be expres s ed by j umps to labelled points. The converse
i s no t true. Al ternativel y : restricting ourselves to the three mentioned type s of
decomposition leads to flowcharts of a restricted topology compared with the
flowchart s one can make when arro ws can be drawn from an y block leading into any
othe r . Compared with t hat greate r fr eedom, to restrict ones elf to the clauses
pre s ents it s e l f as a s equencing discipline.

Wh y do I propo s e to adhere to this s equencing discipline? The justification
for this deci s ion can be presented i n man y ways and let me try a number of them in
the hope , that at least one of them will appeal to my readers.

Eventuall y , one of our aims is to make suc h well-structured programs that the
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intellectual effort (measured in some loose sense) needed to understand them is
proportional to program length (measured in some equally loose sense). In particular
we have to guard against an exploding appeal to enumerative reasoning, a task that
forces upon us some application of the old adage 1IDivide and Rule ll , and that is the

reason why we propose the step-wise decompositions of the computations.

We can understand a decomposition by concatenation via enumerative reasoning.

(We can do so, provided that the number of subactions into which the computation
is primarily parsed, is sufficiently small and that the specification of their net
effect is sufficiently concise. J shall return to these requirements at a later
stage, at present we assume the conditions met.) It is then feasible to make
assertions about the computations on account of the program text, thanks to the
triviality of the relation between the progress through the computations and the
progress through the program text. In particular: if on closer inspection one of
the subactions transpires to be controlled by a selective clause or a repetition
clause, this fact does not impose any burden on the understandability of the
primary decomposition, because there only the subaction 1 s net effect plays a role.

As a corollary: if on closer inspection a subaction is controlled by a
selective clause the specific path taken is always irrelevant at the primary level
(the only thing that matters is that the correct path has been taken). And also:
if on closer inspection a subaction is controlled by a repetitive clause, the
number of times the repeated statement has been executed is, as such, irrelevant
(the only thing that matters is that it has been repeated the correct number of
times) .

We can also understand the selective clauses as such, viz. by enumerative
reasoning; we can also understand the repetition clause, viz. by mathematical
induction. For all three types of decomposition -and this seems to me a great
help- we know the appropriate pattern of reasoning.

There is a further benefit to be derived from the proposed sequencing
discipline. In understanding programs we establish relations. In our example on
enumerative reasoning we established that the program part
"dd:= dd / 2;
if dd

<

r do r:= r - dd"
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leaves the relation

o ::: r

< dd

invariant. Yet, e ven if we can en s ure that these relations hold before

exe~ution

of the quoted program part, we cannot conclude that they always hold, viz. not

necessarily between the execution of the two quoted statements. In other words:
the validity of such relations is dependent on the progress of the computation,
a,d this seems t ypical for a sequen tial process.

Similarly, we attach meanings to vari ables: a variable may count the number
of times an event of a given type has occurred, say the number of lines that has

been printed on the current page. Transition to the next page will be followed
immedi atel y by a reset to zero, printing a line will be followed immediately by
an i nc re ase by 1. Again, just before resetting or increasing this count, the
inter pretation " num ber of lines printed on the current page" is non-valid. To

assign su ch a meaning to a variable, again, can only be done relative to the
progre ss of the compu t ation. Thi s observation rai ses the following question: IIHaw
do we characterize the progress of a · computation?U

In short, we are looking far a co-ordinate system in terms of which the
di s c rete points of computation progress can be identified, and we want this co-

ordin ate system to be independent of the variable s operated upon under program
contro l : if we need values of such variable s to describe progress of the computation
we are begging the question, for it is precisely in r elation to this progress that

we want to interpr e t the meaning of these variables.

(A s till more stringent reason not to rely upon the values of variables is
presented b y a program contain ing a non-en ding loop, cyc l ing through a finite

number of different states. Eternal cycling follows from the fact that at
point s of progres s the

~a~e

~iLf~r~n~

state prevails. But then the state is clearly incapable

of di s tinguishing between these two different points of progress! )

We can s tate our problem in another way .

Given a program in action and

suppose that before completion of the computation the latter is stopped at one of
the di s crete points of progress. Haw can we identify the point of interruption,
for instance i f we want to redo the computation up to the very same point? Or also:
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if stopping was due to some kind of dynamic error, how can we identify the point of
progress short of a complete memory dump?

For the sake of simplicity we assume our program text spread out in (linear)
text space and assume an identifying mechanism for the program points corresponding
to the discrete points of computation progress; let us call this identifying
mechanism "the textual index". (If the discrete points of computation progress are

situated in between successive statement executions, the textual index identifies,

say, semicolons.) The textual index is a kind of generalized order counter, its
value points to a place in the text.

If we restrict ourselves to decomposition by concatenation and selection, a

single textual index is sufficient to identify the progress of the computation.
With the inclusion of repetition clauses textual indices are no longer sufficient

to describe the progress of the computation. With each entry into a repetition
clauses, however, the

s~stem

could introduce a so-called "dynamic index", inexorably

counting the ordinal number of the corresponding current repetition; at termination
of the repetition the system should again remove the corresponding dynamic index.
As repetition clauses may occur nested inside each other, the appropriate mechanism
is a stack (i.e. a last-in-first-out-memory). Initially the stack is empty; at
entry of a repetition clause a new dynamic index· (set to zero or one) is added on

the top of the stack; whenever it is decided that the repetition is not terminated
the top element of this stack is increased by 1; whenever it is decided that a
repetition is terminated, the top element of the stack is removed. (This arrangement
reflects very clearlv that after termination of a repetition the number of times,
even the fact that it was a repetition, is no longer relevant.)

As soon as the programming language admits procedures, then a single textual
index is no longer sufficient. In the case that a textual index paints to the
interior of a procedure body, the dynamic progress of the computation is only
characterized when we also describe to which call of the procedure we refer, but

this can be done by giving the textual index pointing to the place of the call.
With the inclusion of the procedure the textual index must be generalized to a
stack of textual indices, increased by one element at procedure call and decreased
by one element at procedure return.
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The main point is that the values o f these indices are out s ide the programmer's

control; they are defined (either by the write-up of his program or by the dynamic
evolution of the current computation) whether he likes it or not. They provide
independent co-ordinates in which to describe the progres s of the computation, a
"variable-independent" frame of reference in which meanings to variables can be

as signed.

There is, of course, even with the free use of jumps, a programmer independent
co-ordinate system in terms of which the progress of a sequential computation can

be described uniquely, viz. a kind of normalized clock that counts the number of
"di s cret e points of computation progress" passed since program st art. It is unique,

but utterly unhe lpful, because the textual index is no longer a constituent
component of such a co-ordinate system.

The moral of the s tory is that when we acknowledge our duty to control the
computations (intellectually!) via the program text evoking them, that then we

shoul d restrict ourselves in all humility to the most systematic sequencing
mechanisms, ensuring that "progress through the computation!! is mapped an "progre ss

through the text" i n the most straight forward manner.
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On comparing programs.

It i s a programmer' s e veryday e xperience that far a given problem to be
sol ved by a gi ven algorithm, the program for a given machine is far from uniquel y
de termined. In the course of the design proces s he has to select between alternatives;
once he has a co r rect

prQ~ram,

he will often be called to modify it, for in s tance

becau s e it is fel t that an alternative program would be more attractive as far as
the demands that the computations make upon the available equipment resources are
conc erned.

These circumstance s have raised the question of the equivalence of programs:

give n two programs, do they evoke computations establishing the same net effect?
After suitable formalization (of the way in which the programs are

given, of the

machine that performs the computation s evoked by them and of the "net effect" of
the computat i on s ) this can presumably be made into a well-posed problem appealing
to certai n mathematical minds. But I do not intend to tackle i t in this general
form~

On the contrary: instead of starting with two arbitrarily given programs

( s ay : independently conceived by two· different authors) I am concerned with
alternativ e programs that can be considered as products of the same mind and then
the question becomes: how can we conceive ( and s tructure) those

t wo alternative

programs so as to ease the job of comparing the two?

I have done man y experiments and my bas ic experience gained by them can be
s ummed up as follows. Two programs evoking computations that establish. the same
net effect are equival ent

in_tba~~e~s~

and a priori not in any other. When we

wish to compare programs in order to compare their corresponding computation s , the
bas ic experience is that it is impo s sible (or fruitles s , unattractive, or terribly

hard or what you wish) to do so when on the level of comparison the sequencing
through the two programs differs. To be a litt l e bit more e xplicit: it is only
attractive to compare two programs and the computations they may possibly evoke,
when paired computation s can be par sed into a time-succe s sion of actions that can
be mapped on each other and the corres pondi ng program t ext s can be equally parsed
into instructions, each corresponding to such an action.

This is a very strong

condition~

Let me gi ve a first example.
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Excluding side-effects of the boolean inspections and assuming the value
"B2" constant (i.e. unaffected by the e xecu tion of either "51" or "52"), ~ can

establi s h the equival e nc e of the following twa programs:

".if. 82 then
be gin while B1 E£ 51 end
else

begin while B1 E£ 52 end"

\ 1)

and
"while 81 E£
beg i n if 82 then 51

~

52

~"

The first 'construction is pri marily one in which sequencing i s controlled

by a selective clause, the second construction is primarily one in which sequencing

is co ntrolle d by a repetitive clause. I can establish the equivalence of the output
of the computation s , but I cannot regard them as equivalent in any other useful
s en se . I had to force myself to the conclusion that (1) and ( 2 ) are "hard to compare". Originall y thi s conclusion annoyed my v ery much. In the meantime I have
grown to regard this incomparability as one of the fae'ts of life and, therefore,

as one of the major reasons why I regard the choice between (1) and (2) as a
rel evant design decisio n , that should not be taken without careful consideration .
It i s precisely it s apparent triviality that has made me sensitive to the conside-

ration s that should influence such a choice. They fall outside the scope of the
present section but I hope to return to them later.

Let me give a second example of incomparibility that is slightly more subtle.

Given two arrays X[1 :NJ and Y[ 1 :N] and a boolean variable

II

equal" , make a

program that as signs to the boolean variable "equal" the value: "the two arrays

are equal element-wise". Empty arrays (i.e . N :;;; 0) are regarded as being equal .

Introducing a v ariable j and giving to "equal" the meaning "among the first
J pairs no difference has been detected", we can write the following two programs.

IIj:= 0; equal:::= true;

~j!NE£
begin j:= j + 1; equal:= equal.2!!!:! (X[j] = V[j ] ) end"

(3)
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and
"j:= 0; equal::;;;:~;

while j

I

N and equal do

..

begin j:= j + 1; equal:= (X[j]

Program

(4) differs from prog ram (3) in that repetition is terminated as

soan as a pair-wi se difference has been detected a for the s ame input t he number of
repetitions may differ in the two programs and therefore the programs are only
comparable in our sense as long as the last two lines of the programs are regarded
as desc ribing a sin gle action, not subdivided into subactions. But what is their
relation when we do wis h to take into account t hat they both end with a repetition?
To find this out, we shall prove the correctness of the programs.

On t he arrays X and Y we can de fi ne of 0

~

j < N the N + 1 functions EQUAL.

J

as f o llows:

for j = 0

EQUAL .

for j > 0

EQUAL . = EQUAL . 1 ~ (X[j] = Y[j))
r
J

J

In terms of these functions it is required to establish the net effect
equal = EQUAL

N

Both programs maintain the relation

equal = EQUAL.

(6)

J

for increasing values of j, starting with j ~

o.

It is tempting to regard both programs (3 ) and (4) as alternative refinements
of the same (ab s tract) program (7):
"j:= 0; equal:= EQUAL ;
O

while "perhaps still: equal

I

EQUAL "

N

.2E.

begin j:= j + 1; "equal:= EQUAL." end"
J

i n which "perhaps still: equal

I

-

EQUAL " stands for some sort of still open

N

primitive. When this is evaluated

equ al = EQUAL.

J

will hold and the programs (3) and (4) differ in that they guarantee on different
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criteria that "equal" wi ll have it s final value EQUAL •
N
In program (3) the criterion i s very naive, vi~.
j =

N.

At the beginning of the repeated statement
equal = EQUAL.
j

still holds. After the execution of "j:= j + 1" therefore
equal

= EQUAL j-l

holds and the assignment statement
"equal:= equal ~ (X[j] =

Y[j ])"

is now a straightforward transcription of the recurrence relation

(5).

To come to program (4) some analysis has to be applied to the recurrence

relation ( 5 ) , from which can be derived ( by mathematical induction again) that
EQUAL . = fa lse implies EQUAL

= fal s e, and therefore EQUAL . = fal s e implies
j-N -EQUAL = EQUAL • If this situation arises, the equality "equal = EQUAL " can also
j
N
N
be guaranteed and thi s leads to program (4). The set of (sub)computations the
J

--

repe ate d statement has to cape with in program ( 4) is res tricted to tho s e with
th e initial state "equal =. true ll and therefore in program

(4)

the assignment

"equal := EQUAL ." can be abbre viated to
j

"equal:= ( X[j] =

Y[j])"

And now it is clear why the introduction of (7) as an abstraction of (3)
and (4) was mi s leading. With "perhaps s till: equal

I

EQUAL " we have stated the
N
meaning of truth and falsity of a boolean expression without stating the expression
it s elf and that was very trick y . We have tried to interpret (7) as a program in
which part of the sequencing at its awn level was undefined and varying over its
refinements. As a result we have tried to view the last lines of (7) as a model

for the last lines of both (3) and (4 ) , but t his was misleading because the
computation s to be e voked by them cannot be brought into a one-to-one correspondence.

So muc h about programs that we consider as incomparable. Examples of compar able

programs will be encountered in the following sections. A final remark: we have stated
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that "paired computations can be parsed into a time-s uccession of actions that

can be mapped on each otherlt. We have not required that actions so paired should

have t he same net effect! We may compare alternative programs for the same job

but also different programs for similar jobs.
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A f irst example of step-wise program composition.

I n the sec t ion "Dn understanding programs." I have stress ed the need for

sys tematic sequenc ing so that t he stluc t ure of the computations could be re"flee te d

in the structure of our program: in this way we can speak of the joint s tructuring
of program and computatio ns. In the current section I shall now try to give a
l ittl e bit more conten t to the still rather vague notion of structuring computations.
It wil l be a firs t effort to exploit our powers o f abstraction to reduce the appeal
made to enumerat ive reas oning; it will be a consequent application of t he decomposi t ion s mentioned in the sec tion nOn understanding programs .11.

Instead of presenting (as a ready-made product) what I would call a wells truc t ured program I a m go ing to describe in very great detail the composition
pr oc c~5

of

~i u ch

a progr am . I do thi s because programs are not there: on the

con trary , th ey have to be made, and the kind of programs I am particu larly
in te r este d in are those which I feel to be reaso nably well suited to our powers
of construction an d conce ption .

The task i s to in st ruc t a comput e r to print a ta ble of the first thousand
prime numbers , 2 be i ng c ons idered as t he fir st prime n umber .

Not e 1. This ex am pl e has been chosen because on the one hand it is su fficiently

di f ficult to se rve as a mode l f or s ome of the prob l ems encountered in programming,
an d on the other hand it s mathematical background is so simple and fa mili ar that
our attention i s nat us urpe d by the problem.

Not e 2. I do not claim that my fin al program will be lIthe be s t one", measured by
wh atever yard stick any of my readers might care to choose. At least two readers
of a previous ve r s ion of this presentation -in which remainders were computed via
a divide operatio n- reacted quite vehemently to it: "But everyone knows that the
mo st e fficient way to generate prime numbers is by using the Sieve of Eratosthenes. II

the reby blocking their ability to read any further!

The basic pattern of my approach will be to compose the program in minute
ste ps , deciding each time as little as possible. As the probl em anal ys i s proceeds,
so

do es the f urt her refi nement of my program.
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Wh en an algorithm has to be made, the de sired computation has to be composed
fram actions correspon d ing to a well-u nderstoo d instruction repertoire.

The simplest form of the program is
de scription 0 :
be gin "prin t first t hou s and prime numbers ll

~

and when "print fir st thousand prime numbers" refers to an instruction from the

well-und ers too d repe rt oire , t hen description 0 s olve s th e problem. For the sake
of argument we assume that t his in st ruction do es not occur in the well-understood
re pertoire . Therefore we have to conceive a computat ion composed fro m "more primitiv e " action s that estamlis he s the desired ne t effect .

Our fir s t proposal is to

sepa rate t he gen erat ion of the prime numbers and their printing, and we propose
de scr ipti on 1:

begin vari abl e "table pIt;
!I fi l l table p with first thousand pr:ime number s";
" print table p"

de s cri bin g tha t our computation con s ist s of a time-s uccession of two actions and
tak es pl ace in a state s pace containing a s ingle variable , called "table pll. The
fi rs t ac tion ass ign s a value to thi s variable, the second action i s controlled by
the ( t herl c llrrent) valu e of thi s variable.

Again, when "fill table p with first thou s and prime numbers" and " print
table p" occur in t he well-understood repertoire

t and

"table pit occurs among the

implicitl y av ai lable re s ource s) th en our probl em i s solved . Again, for the sake of
argume nt , we a ssume this not to be the cas e. This means that in aur next refinement
we have to express how the effect o f t hese two actions can be established by two
fu rth er (s ub)compu tat ion s . Apart from that we have to decide, how the information
to be containe d 1n t he i ntermediate valu e of the still rather undefined abject
"t able pH is to be represented.

Before going o n , I would l ik e to stress how little we have decided upon when
writing down description 1, and how little of aur original problem statement has
been tak en into account. We have assumed that the availability of a resource "table p"
(in s ome fo rm or ather) \r~ou ld permi t us to compute the fir s t thousand prime numbers
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before printing starts, and under thi s assumption we have exploited that the
computation of the primes can be conceived independently of the printing. Of our
original pr obl em s tatement we have not taken into account very much mo re than that
at le as t a thous an d diff erent prime numbe rs do exist ( we had to assume this for
the problem statement t o make sen se) . At this stage it is still fairly immaterial
what the concept " prime number" reall y means. Also: we have not committed ourselves

in t he le a s t

85

regard s the specific layout requirement s of the print-out to be

produced. Apparentl y it is t he strength o f our a pproach that the consequences o f

the se two rat her i ndepend ent aspec ts of o ur original problem statement seem to have
be en allocated in t he

r e s pe~tive

refinements of our two constituent actions. It

s ugg ests that we have been more or le ss Successful in o ur effort to apply the
golden prin c iple "di v id e and rule".

Resum ing our dis cu ss ion, however , we have to ask ourselves, to what extent
the two s ubcomputat i on s can now be conceived independ ently of each other. To be
mo re precis e "Hav e we now reached th e stage that the design of the two subalgori thm s
( that have to evoke t he two subcomput ations) can be conceived by two programmers,
worki ng in de pende nt ly of each other? ".

Wh en the two actions can no long e r be regarded as invoked by instructions
f r om th e we ll -u nderstood repertoire, neither can the variable "table pI' any longer
be rega rded as an i mplici tly available resource. And in a way similar to the one
in wh ich we i n which we have to decompo se the action s into subcomputations, we
have to choose how th e vari able "tabl e pit will be composed, viz. what data
structure we selec t to re present the in f ormation to be handed over via "table pH
from t he first ac t ion to the second. At some point this has to be decided and the
ques tio ns are "when?" and " how?".

In principl e , there seem to be t wo ways out of this. The first one is to try
to post pone the deci s ion on how to s tructure "table pI! into (more neutral, less
probl em-bound) component s . If we po s tpone the deci s ion on haw to structure "table p",
the next thing to do i s to refin e one of the action s or both.

\~e

can do

S at

assuming

a proper s et of operation s on the still mysterious object "table pI!; f inally we
collect these oper at ions and in view of their demand s we design the most attractive
structure of "tabl e pit.
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Alternatively, we e,an try to decide, here and now, upon the structure of

"table p", Once it has been decided how the table of the first thousand primes
will be represented, t he refinements o f both actions can be done fair ly independently
of each other.

Both ways are equally tricky, for what will be an attractive algorithm for,
say , the first s ubcom putat ion will greatly depend on t he ease and el egance with
which the assumed ope rations an "table p" can be realized, and if one or more turn

out to be prohibiti vely clumsy , t he whole edifice falls to pieces. Alternatively,

if we decide prematurely upon a structure for "tab le pH we may well discover that
then the s ubcomputations t urn out to be awkward. There i s no way arou nd it: in an
elegant program the s truc ture of "tabl e pIt and the computations r e ferring to it
must be well-matched. I thin k that the behav iour of the efficient programmer can
be de s cribed as trying to take th e easies t decision fir s t, that is the decision
that requi res th e minimum amount of inve st igation (trial and error, iterative
mutual adjustment etc.) for the maximum justification of the hope that he will
not regret it.

In order not to mak e this tr e atment unduly lengthy we assume tha t the programmer finds the courag e to decid e that now the structure of ,·tab le

ptt

is the

first thing t o be decided upon. Onc e t hi s position has been taken , twa alternatives
imme di a te l y pre sent t hemselves. On t he one hand we can try to e xploit that Ita table
of' t he f irst 1cxx) pr ime s " is not just a table of a thousand number s -as would be
a tabl e of the month ly wages of 1000 emplyees in a factory- but that all these
numb e r s are different from each other. Using this we can arrange the information
with a l i ne ar boolean array t with consecutive elemen t s assoc iated with consecuti ve
natu r al numbers ) indicat ing whether the natural nu mber in question i s a prime
nu mber o r not. Numb er theory giv es us an estimation of the order of magnitu de of
th e thou s anQst prime number and thereby a boundary of the length of the array that

will s uffice. If we arra nge our material in that way we have prepared an easy
mechani sm to answer t he question "i s n ( less than the maximum) prime or not?".
Alternatively , we can choose an in teger a rray in which the successive prime numbers

will be liste d. (Here the same es t imate, obtained by mean s of number theory, will
be us ed, viz. when a maximum value of the integer array elements_ needs to be given
a priori.) In the latt er form we create a mechanism suited to answer the question
"what is the value of the k-th prime number J for k

<

1000 ?".
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We grant t he pro grammer the courage to choose t he latter representation. It
seems attractive in th e printing operation in which it is requ est ed to print the
prime numbers and not t o print natural numbers with an indication whether they
are pr ime or not. It also seems attrac tive for the computing stage, i f we gr ant
the progr ammer t he clairvo yan ce that the analysis of whether a given natu ral
number is a prime number or not, will have s omething to do ·with the que s tion of
whether prime factors of the number t o be i n vesti gat ed can be found.

The next s tage of

o~r

program refi nemen t then becomes the careful stat emen t

of a convention regarding the representation of the still mysterious obj ect "tabl e pI!
and a redefini t ion of the two operatio ns in terms of t his con ven tion.

The convention i s t hat the information to be contained i n " table pH will
be r epresented by the values of the elements o f the "integer array p[l :l 000 J",
such that for 1 ~ k ~ 1000

p[kJ will be equal to the k- t h prime number, wh en

the prime numbers are arranged in order of increasing magnitude . (If a maximum
v a l ue of the in tegers i s impl ici t l y understood, we assume that n umber theory
al l ows us to s tate tha t this is large en oug h . )

When we now want to describe this new refinement we are f aced with a new
difficul t y . Our descri ption 1 h ad the form of a s ingle prog ram , th anks to th e
fact th at i t was a refi nement of th e sin gle action named "print the firs t
tho usand prime nu mber s ", refe red to in descri pt ion O. ( I n more conven t i onal terms :
de s c rip tion 1 could have the form of a procedure body . ) This no lon ger ho lds for
our nex t le vel, in whi ch we have to r e fine (simult aneou sly , in a sense) three
n amed ent it ies , viz . "table pI! and the two act ions, and we shou ld inve nt s ome
s or t o f identifying te rmi no l ogy indicating what refines what.

For the cont i nua tion of our di s cuss ion we mak e a very tentative proposal.
We say : description 0 i s a valid t ex t expressed i n terms of a s ing l e name d action
" print first thousand prime number s "; let thi s be identified by the code Oa.

Desc r i ption 1 is called ''1'' because it i s the next refinemen t o f description
0 ; it co ntain s a refin ement of Oa -t he only te rm in which desc ript ion 0 is expressedand i s itself expressed in terms of three named en titie s to which we attach the
codes:
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"table pI!

Ia

Ilfill tabl e p with first thousand prime num ber s "

Ib

" prin t t able pI!

Ie

code numbers, s tarting with 1 t because description 1 is expressed in terms of
them, and "a", I'b" and I'e 'l being attached for the purpose of distinction.

Now we have to describe o ur convention chosen for the re pre sentation of
the info r mati on t o be co n tained in !ltable

p", but t hi s convention pertains to

all thr ee eleme nts la, Ib and Ie. Therefore we call this description 2; it should

contain the descri ptio ns of the three se parate elements I I use the equal ity sign
as separator)
des cri p t i on 2:
la

=

JII

"make for k from I through 1000

Ib
Ic

"in t e ger array p[ 1 : 1000

=

p[ k ] equal to the k-th prime number "

"prin t p[kJ f or k from I thro ugh 1000"

De s cription 2 is expressed in terms of three named entities to which we
gi ve (in the obvious order) the codes 28, 2b and 2c. (In code numbers, description

2 is very meagre : it j ust s tates that for la, lb and le, we have chosen the
r e finements 2a , 2b and 2c respectively.)

Remark.

In the re presen tation of the information to be cont ain ed in ntable

pI!, we have c hos en not to exploit the fact that each of the val ues t o be pr inted

occurs onl y once, no r that the y occu r in the order of i ncreasing magnitude.
Con versely, thi s impli e s that the action that has to take place under the name of

2c is r e garded as a s pecific instance of printing an y s et of thousand integer
values (it could be a table of monthly wages of thous and numbered employees!).
The net effect of the printing action in t his example is as uniquely defined as

the first thousand prime numbe rs are: we conceive it, however, as a specific
instance of a l arge r class of occu rren ce s. In the fu rthe r refinement of 2c we
deal with this whole c lass , the specific i n stance in this c lass being defined by
the values of the el ements of th e array p. Wh en people talk about "defining an
interfac e " I often get the fee ling that they overlook the presupposed generalization,
the conce pt ion of the class of " poss ible!' actions.

When 2b and 2c occur among the well-understood repertoire of i ns tr uction s
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( and therefore 2a among the res ources implicitly available) our whole problem is
solved. For the sake of argument we again assume this not to be the case, and so
we fi nd ourse l ve s faced with the task of conceiving subcomputations for the actions
2b and 2c. But now, t hank s to the int r oduction of level 2, the respective refinemen t s of 2b and 2c can be designed independently.

The refinement of 2b: "make for k from 1 through 1CX)()
k-th

pr~me

p[ k 1 egual to the

numbe r".

We are loo king for descript i on 2b1, i.e. the first refinement of 2b. We
int roduce a fresh numbering after 2b (rather than calling our next description

"3 some thing!!) in order to indicate the mutual independence of the refinements of
2b and 2c re spe ctively.

I n de s cription 2b1 we have t o gi ve an algorithm describing how the elements
of th e ar ray p will get their values. This impl ies that we have to describe, for
instance , i n what order this will happen. In our first re f inement we shall des cribe
ju st tha t and preferab ly nothing more. An obvious, but ridiculou s version starts
as fo l lows (with " vers ion n umber" enclosed wi t hin parentheses) :

2b1(1):
begin p[ 1]:= 2; p[2):= 3 ; p[3 ]:= 5; p[4]:= 7; p[5]:= 11; ......... end
implying t hat the programmer ' s knowledge includes that of a table of the fir s t
thou s and prime s . We s hal l .not purs ue this version as it would imply that the
programmer hardl y needed t he mac hine at all.

The fi rs t prime number being given (= 2), the thousandst being assumed
unknown to the programmer, the most natural order in which to fill the elements
of the array p seemu to be in the order of increasing subscript value, and if we
express just that we arrive (for instance) at

2b1(2):
begin integer k,j; k:= 0; j:= 1;
while k < 1000 do begin "increase j until next prime number";

k:= k + 1; p[k]:= j

end
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By identifying k as the number of primes found and by verifying that our
our first prime number

(= 2) is indeed the smallest prime number larger than

(= the initial valu e of j), the correctness of 2bl(2) i s easily proved by
mathematical induction ~assuming the existence of a sufficient number of primes).

De scription 2bl ( 2 ) is a perfect program when the operation described by
"increas e j until next pr ime number" -call it 2bl (2)a- occurs among the reper-

toire, but let us suppose that it does not. In that case we have to express i n
a next r e finement how j is i ncreas ed (and, again, preferably nothing more). We

arrive at a description of level 2b2(2)
2bl(2)a
begin boolean jprime;
repeat j:::: j + 1;
ugive to j pri me the meaning: j i s a prime number"
un til j prime

Re mark. Here we use the repeat-until clause in order to i ndicate that j
ha s al way s to be increas ed at leas t once.

Again its'correctness can hardly be subject to doubt. If, however, we
ass ume t hat the programmer knows that, apart from 2, all further prime numbers
are odd, then we may e xpect him to be dissati s fied with the abo ve ve rsion becaus e
of its inefficiency. The price to be paid far this "lack of clairvoyance" is a
r evision of ve rsion 2bl ( 2 ) . The prime number 2 will be dealt with separately,

after which the cycle can deal with odd primes only . Inste ad of 2bl (2) we come to
2bl (3):
begin i nteger k,j; p[l ]:= 2; k := 1; j:= 1;
while k < 1000 do
be gin Itincrsase odd j until next odd prime number";
k : = k + 1;

where the

p[ k J: =

j

analogous refinement o f the operation between quotes -"2b1

le ads to the description on level 2b2(3):

(3)a"

say-
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2bl(3)a
begin boolean j primej

repeat

j:~

j

+

2;

"g ive for add j to jprime the meaning: j is a prime number l1 i

un t il j prime

end

The abo ve oscillation between two levels of description is in fact nothing
else but ad j usting to o ur convenienc e t he i nterface between the overal l structure

and the primitive operation th at has to fit into this structure. This oscillation,
this fo rm of trial and error, i s definitely not attractive, but with a sufficient
lac k of clairvo y ance and being forced to take o ur deci sions in sequence, I see no
other way : we c"an regard our ef forts as e xperiments to explore (at a rather low

cost! ) where t he interface can pro bably be most conveniently cho s en.

Remark. Bot h 2bl (2) and 2bl(3) can be loosely described as
begin "s et table p and j at initial value";
while "table p not full" do
be gin "incre ase j until ne xt prime number to be added";

"add j to tabl e p"
en d
end
bu t we s hal l not do this as the sequ en cing in the two version s differs and -see
"On comparing pro grams" - we reg ard th em as "incomparable". By choosing 2b 1 (3)

we decide t hat our trial 2bl(2) -as 2bl ( 1)- is no longer applicable and therefore
re ject ed.

The change from 2bl(2) t o 2bl (3 ) is justified by the efficiency gain at the
leve ls of'higher refinement. Thi s efficien cy gain is earned at level 2b2,

ause

now j can be incre ased by 2 at a time. It will also mani fes t it se lf in the sti l l
open primitive at level 2b2(3) where the algorithm for "give for odd j to jprime
the meani ng: j

~s

a prime number " has only to cater for the anal y sis of odd values

of j .

Again: in 2b2 (3 ) we have refined 2bl(3) with an algor i t hm which solves our
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problem when II g i ve for odd j

to j pr ime th e meaning : j

i s a prime n umber 1l -c all it

"2b2(3) a "- occu rs amon g th e well-understood repertoire. We now assume that it

does not, i n oth er word s we have t o evoke a computation deciding whether a given
odd valu e of j has a factor . It i s onl y at th i s s tage that t he alge bra real l y
ent ers th e pictu re . Her e we mak e use of o ur knowledge that we onl y need to try
pri me fac t ors: furt he r more we shall use the f act that the pri me nu mbe r s to be
tri ed can alre ady be f ound in the fil led port io n o f the array p.

We use t he fac t s t ha t
1)

j

being an odd valu e , the smallest potential factor to be trie d i s p[ 2 ],

i . e. the s mal les t prl me n umber large r than 2

2)

the l arg e s t prime number to be trie d is p[ord-1J when p[ord] is th e small est

prime nu mbe r who se s quare e xc eeds j

(Here I hav e also use d the fa ct th a t the s mallest prime numb er who se s quare
exceed s j c an a l r e ad y be foun d in t he tabl e p . In a l l humil i t y I quote Don Kn uth's
co mment on an e arlier ver s i on of thi s pr ogram, where I t ook thi s f act far grant ed:
lIHere you are gui l t y of a s erio us o miss ion! Your program makes use of a

deep r esult of numb er t heory , n amely that if p

n

den otes th e n-th prime

number we a lways have

"
Pec cav i . )

I f this s e t is not empty, we have a c hance of find in g a facto r , and as soon
as a factor has been fo und , the i nves t igation of thi s par ticular j value can be
s topped . We hav e to decide in whi ch order t he prime numbers from t he set will be
t r ie d, and we shall do s o in ord er of increasing mag nit ude, becaus e the smaller
a pri me nllmb er t he l arg er t he pro bab i lity o f it s b e i ng a fac tor of j.

\.oJhen the v alue of a r d is known we c a n gi ve for "give fo r add j
the mean i ng : j i s a pr ime num be r "

to jprime

the following de s cripti on on le vel 2b3(3) :

=

begin inte ger n;
~

n :~

2; j prime:= tr ue;

n < ord and j prime

~

beg i n " give to j prime the mean ing: p[n] i s not a factor o f j \I; n: ~ n + 1

e nd
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Bu t th e above vers ion i s written on the as sum ption that t he value of ard,
a function of j , i s known. We co uld have s tarted this re fineme nt with
beg i n integer n, a r d;
ord:= 1; while p[o rdJ t 2::::

j .2£

ord:= ord + 1;

i.e. recomputing the valu e of "o rd " afresh , whenever it is needed. Here same
trading of s torage space for c o mputation time seems i ndicated: i nst ead of recom-

puting this function whe ne ver we need it , we intro duce an additional vari abl e
ard for its current valu e: it has to be s et when j is se t, it has to be adjusted
when j is chan ged.

This, alas , forc es upc n us s ome reprogrammin g. One approach would be to

introduce , to gether with j, an i nteger variabl e ard and to scan the progr ams in
order to insert the pro per ope rations o n ard, whenever j is operat ed upon. I do
not like thi s because at the l evel at which j i s introduced and has a meaning ,
the functi on "ord ll i s immaterial. We shall the re f ore try to introduce ord only
at it s appropriate l e ve l and we s hall be very careful .

For 2b: " make for k from 1 through lcxx) p[kJ equal to the k..;th prime
number" we write (anal ogous to l evel 2b l (3»
l eve12b l (4) :
begin integ er k , j; p[ l .]:= 2; k:= 1;

" s et j to oneil;
while k

< 1CXX)

do

begin "increase odd j unt il next odd prime number 1t ;
k : = k + 1;

p[ k ] : =

j

end

ex pre ss ed in t erms of

"increase odd j unti l next odd prime number lf
" set j to one ".

In our next l evel we only introduce the sUbcomputatio n for 2bl(4) a , the
o t her is hand ed down.
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leve12b2 (4) :
2b1 (4)a

~

begin boolean jprimBj
repea t "increase j with twoll;
lIgive fo r odd j to jprime the meaning : j is a prime number "

until j prime

2b1 (4 ) b
express ed i n t erms of

2b2 (4)b

s till mean i n g " s et j to oneil

2b2(4)c

I'increase j wit h two"

2b2\4)d

"give for odd j to jprime the meaning: j i s a prime number'!

rt i s only at the ne xt level t hat we need to talk about ord . Therefore we
now write
in t eger ard;

level 2b3(4):
2b2\4)b

=

begin j ::::: 1; "set ard i nitial" end;

2b2(4)c
b e gi n j := j + 2: "adju s t ordl! end:

be gi n integer n ; n:= 2 ; j prime := true j
wh il e n

<

ard and j prime do

begin tlgi ve to jprime the meaning: p[nJ is not a factor of j"j
n:= n

+ 1

end

expressed i n te rms of

2b3 ( 4)a

" se t a rd in i tial "

2b3(4)b

"adjust ard"

2b3(4)c

" give to jprime the meaning : p[n] is not a factor of j".

In ou r next level we give twa independent refinements . \Note. We could have
given them i n su ccessive levels, but then we should have to introduce an arbitrary

orderin g to the s e two le vel s . We could also try to treat the refinements separately
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- i.e . as separ at ely as 2b and 2c-, but we fee l that i t is a l i t t le pre ma tu re for
this dr as tic d ecision.) We are going to ex pre ss
1)

that, ard being a n on-de creas ing fu nction of j and j o n l y increas i ng in

val ue, adjustment of a r d i mplies a conditional increas e;

2)

that, whether pen ] is a fac tor o f j is given by t he que s tion whether the

remainde r eq ual zero.

Th i s l eads to
leve l 2b4(4) :

2b3(4) a

2b4( 4 )a

2b3 (4 ) b
begin whi l e "ord too small" do

11

increase ard by one"

~;

be gin inte ger r ;

I' make r eq ual to remainder of j ov er p[ nJ II;
jp t imc:. ( r ~ 0)
en d
e xpressed i n terms o f

2b4(4) a

still mea ni ng " se t ar d in i tis l "

2b4 (4 ) b

"o r d too small If

2b4(4) c

"i ncreas e ard by one"

2b4 ( 4 ) d

"make r e qual t o remai nder of j ov er p[nJ"

If we have a built- i n divi s ion, the impl emen tation of "make r equal to the
r e mai n der of j ove r

p[ n JII

c an be assumed to be an easy matte r. The case that the

refin emen t of 2b4(4)d can be treate d ind e pendently i s now left to the interested
reader . To gi ve the algorithm a n unex pect ed t urn we shall assume the absen ce of
a conv enien t remainder computation. In t ha t ca se the algorithm
"r :::; j; wh i l e r > 0 do r::::: r - p[n ]tt
would lead to t he ( non - po s itive) r e maind e r but it wo ul d be mo s t un a ttractiv e from
t he point of vie w of co mputation time . Again this ask s for the i ntro duct ion of s ome
additional tab ulated material (simi l ar to the way in which "ord" has be e n introduced).

We want t o know whet her a gi ve n valu e of j is a multip l e of

pEn]

for

n<

ard.

I n order to ass ist us in this anal ys is we introduce a s econd array in th e eleme nts
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of which we can store mul t i ples of the successive prime numbers, a s close to j as

i s con venient. In order to be able to give the size of the array we s hould like
to know an upper bound for the val ue of ord; of course, 1000 would be s afe, but
number th eory gives us 30 as a safe upper bou nd. We therefore in troduce

integer array mul t[l :30J
and introduce the convention that for n <ard , mUlt[nJ will be a multiple of p[nJ
and will s ati s fy the relation

mUlt[n] < j + pen]
a re l ation that remai ns in variantly true under increase o f j. Whenever we wi sh
t o i nvest igate , whe the r p[ n ] i s a factor o f j, we i ncrease mUlt[ n ] by

l ong

85

mult[ n J <

After thi s increase
j

pe n]

as

j

mUl t [nJ

j

is the necessary and sufficient condition for

to be a multiple of p[nJ.

Th e low max imum value of Drd has another consequence: the inspection
"ord t oo small It can be expressed by
II

p[o rd J 1 2.:5 j"

but t hi s i nspe c tio n has to be pe rformed many t imes for the s ame value of ord. \*Je
may a ssume th at we can speed up matters by introducing a va riable (cal l ed "square " )

who se value equal s

p[ord] 1 2 •

So we come to our final

level 2b5( 4 ) :
int eger s quar e ; integer array mult[1 :30J;

2b4 (4 )a

=

beg i n ord::: 1 ; s quare::::; 4 endj

(square < j);
2b4(4) c

=

begin mult[ord J := square ; ord::::; ord + 1; s quare:= p[ordJ 1 2 end;
2b4(4)d

=

begi n ~ mUlt[nJ < j do mUlt[n]: = mUlt[nJ + p[nJ; r:=
wh ich has mad e our
Eratost he nes !

c ompu~ation

j -

mUlt[nJ ~

clo se to an i mplementation of the Sieve of
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Note. I n the r efinement of 2b4(4)d, when mUlt[n] is compared with the current
value of j , mUlt[nJ i s increased as much as possible; this CQuld have been done
in steps of 2

*

p[ n ], because we only submit odd values of j and therefo re are

only interested in add multiples of p[n]. (The value of mult[l ] r emains, on ce set,

equal to 4.)

Th e r efi nement of 2c "pri nt p[kJ for k from 1 through 1000" is le ft to the
reader . I sug ge s t th at the table s hould be printed on five lages, each page containing f ou r column s with fifty consecutive prime numbers.

*

*

*

Here I have compl et ed what I annou nc ed at the beginning of this section, viz.
Uta describe in very great de tail th e composition process of such a [well-s tru c ture d]
program". I would l ike t o end thi s s e ction with s ame comments.

The most st riking obs ervation i s that our tre atment of a very s imple program
has beco me very long t too .l ong indeed t o my taste and wishe s , e ven if I take into
account that e ssentially we did two thing s : we made a program and we discussed
extensi ve ly the kind of consideration s leading to it. It is not s o much the length
of the latter part t hat bothers me (writers fill whol e novels with t he description
of human be haviour) i what bother s me is the length of t he texts at the variou s
levels . Th ere fore we may ex pect that notational technique will be one of our
main concern s .

But we have also had encouraging experience s . Giving full recog nition to
the fact that the po o r programmer cannot decide all at once, we succ eeded to a
large extent in building up this progr am one deci sion at a time, and in our
example quite a l ot of programming was already done in its definite form while
major decision s we re st ill left open : i rrespective of whether the final de ci sions
are tak en t his way or that way , t he coding of the earlier levels remains v alid. In
view of the requirement of program manageability , this is very encourageing.
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On program familie s .

In our previous

s~ctiDn

we have con s id er ed the design of a program for a

given task, but in doing so, we have con s idered our final program as an isolated
object, a st ru cture s tanding all by itself and to be judged an it s private merits.
Its s tr ucture was the re sult of successive decompositions; the purpose of this
structure was to make a program i n such a way that its correctnes s could be proved

witho ut undue i ntel lec tual l abour.

In this s ection I am going to explain why I prefer to regard a program not
50

muc h as an isolated

ob ject, but rather as a member of a family of "related

programs ", In traditional terminology we can thi nk about related programs either
as alt ernativ e prog rams for the same task or as similar programs for similar tasks.

Why cannot the programmer confine his attention to the program he has to
make and why has he to take into accoun t such a whale family as well? For one thing,
it i s hard to claim that you know what yo u a re doing unless you can present your
act as a deliberate choice out of a po ssib le set o f t hing s you could have done as
well. But if we want to give du e recognition to the difficulties tha t are specific
to the construction of large complicated programs, there is a very practical jus-

ti fic atio n. (And we have to recognize these specific difficultie s : experience has
s hown that sameone ' s proven abilit y to do an excellent job of a given scale is by
no me ans a guarant ee that, whe n faced with a much larger j o b , he will not make

a mess of it . )

Certain ly , one of the properties o f large programs is that they have to be
modifi ed in the cou rse of t heir l i fe-time. A very common reason i s t hat the program,
although log ically correct, turn s out to evoke unsatisfactory computations (for
instan ce un s atisfactory in one o r more quantitative aspects). A second reason is
th at, al though the program is logically correct and even satisfactorily meeting
the origin al demands, it turns out t o be a perfect solution far not quite the
right problem; one i s faced with a re st atement of the problem and adaptation of
t he program.

The nai ve approach to this situation is that we must be able to modify an
ex isti ng program (and

fOT

this the cu rio us term "program maintenance" has est ablished
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itse lf .) The tas k i s t he n viewed as one of text manipulation; as an aside we may
r ecall that the need to do so has been used

85

an argument in favour of punched

cards as against paper tape as an input medium for program texts. The actual
mo dification of a pro gram text, however, i s a c l eric al matter, which can be dealt
with in man y different ways ; my point is that if we have our grip on the program
text prim arily as on a linear sequence of symbols , the task to e s tablish and to
d ese .r ibe wh a t has to be modified tends to be come prohi b itively di ffieul t when the

texts get l ong e r a nd longer .

If a program has t o exist in two different version s , I would rather not
r eg ard ( t he text of ) the one program as a modification of (the text of ) the other
one. It would be mu ch more att ractive if the two different progr ams could, i n
s ome sens e or another, be viewed as . say . different children from a common ancestor,
whe r e the anc e s tor r e presents a mo r e or l e ss abs tract program. embodying what the
two version s have in common . Hopefully, thi s common ancestor can be readily
r ecog niz ed i n the (pra e- )documentation. Th e intention s are
1)

t hat the two ve r sions share t heir r e spective correctness proofs as far as

po ss ible ;
2)

th at the two versions share (mechanically) as far as pos s ible the common

(or lI equ al lt ) coding;

3)

that the region s affected by the modification are alre ad y well-isolated,

a condition which i s not met when the tran sition require s "brain-made lt m:Jdi ficati on s
s cattered allo ver t he t e xt .

Well, this

lS

a lofty goal. It has been inspired by the potential similarity

between t he tas k of program modification and program compo s ition: when a program
has been bu i lt up to an intermediate stag e of refinement , what has then been written
dawn is in f act a sui table I1common ancestor" for all possible programs produced by
further re finements. I t i s the similarity between "the decision to be changed" and
" t he deci s i on s ti l l l eft open": in both cas e s we are l e ft with what remain s when
we abstract from such a dec isio n.

The r e i s a second s ource of i nspiration t o be found i n our e xperience. In
the proce ss of s tep-wi se program composition, proceeding fr om out s ide inward s ,
go in g tow ard s progres s i ve refin ements , we have in the e arlier stages not only
pos tponed de ciding how certain thing s wou l d be done, but we have al s o postponed
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committing ourselves a s to exactly what had to be done: with progressing refinement more detail abou t the actual problem stetament has been brought into the
picture. ( Later exampl es will show thi s even more clearly than the problem of the
prime table.) As a result , our fi rst l eve ls of refinement are equally applicable
for the me mbe rs of a who le class of problem statements.

In ot her words, in the s tep-wise approach it is sugg es ted that ev en in the
cas e of a well-de f i n ed task, certain a s pect s of the given problem s tatement are

i gnored a t t he beginning . Th at means that the programme r doe s not re gard the given
task as an iso late d thing to be don e , but i s invited to view the task as a member
o f a whole fami l y ; he is in vited to make the s uitable generalizations of t he given
problem s tat em ent. By s ucce ssi vely adding more detail he eventually pins his
a l gorithm down to a s olu tion for the gi ven problem.

All this i s well-known, each competent prog ramme r does

50

all the time. Yet

I st ress i t f or a variety of rea s on s . If the given problem s tatemen t is an elaborate
affair, i.e. too much to be grasped in a s ingle glance, he must approach ( and dissect)
the problem s tatement in thi s way (s ee the section "On our inabilit y to do much!').
Secondly , if the given problem is perfe ctly defined, it i s a wise precaution to
anti ci pate as man y fut ure changes in the problem statement as one can fo r esee and
accommodate. Thi s remark is not an invitation to make one's program so "general"
that it becomes , say , un acce ptabl y inefficient,Bs mig ht e asi ly ha ppen , when the
gene rali zations o f t he problem statement are ill- cons id e red (which might easily
happen whe n t hey have been dictated by the Sales Departmen t! ) But in

my

experience,

even i n traditional progr amming , i t i s a very worth-whi l e exerci se to look for
feas ib le ge neralization s of conce ivable utility, because such co nsid erations may
give c l ear gui danc e as to how t he fi na l program s ho uld be structured. But such
consid e ra tio ns bo il down to •..•• conceiving ( more or le ss explicitly) a whole
program f ami l y !

In an earlier sect i on ( liOn the reliability of mechanisms.") the need for
carefu l prog ram structuring has been put forward as a consequence of the requi r ement
that program correctne ss can be pro ved . In this section we are fac e d with another
reason: program stru cture sho uld be such as to anticip ate it s adaptations and
modification s . Our program s hould not onl y reflect ( by s truct ure) our unders tandi ng
of it, but i t s ho uld al s o be clear from its s tructure what s ort of adaptations can
be catere d for smoothly. Thank goodness, the two requirements go hand in hand.
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On trading s torage space for computation speed.

In pre s ent-day s equen tial computers (s pr ing 1969 ) we can distinguish two
main compon ents, an active one (the proces s or) and a passive one (the store). The
acti ve component has the s pecific functio n to be fast, the passive one has the
s pecific function to be large. The following is written on the assumption that
this functional division i s here to stay for a s ufficient period of time to make

a study of its consequences relevant.

From the point of view of the programmer storage space and computation time
are then two dis tinct resources and I regard it as one of the responsibilities of
the programmer -rather than of the system- to allocate them, i.e. to divide the
load betwe en t hem. It is to the consequences of this responsibility that the
pre s ent sec t ion is de voted. This s ection i s

~ Qt

devoted to techniques of estimating

the variou s load s , i.e. to give quantitative criteria by which to influence the
pr o gramme r ' s choice: it i s devoted to the logical relation betwe en the altern atives
betwee n which the programmer ma y choo se .

Note. It i s not inconceivable that some of t he choices can be left to the
s ystem. In all but th e mo s t trivial cases, however, design and establishment of
t he equi va lence seem to r e quire mathematical inve ntion from the side of the
pr ogrammer. All efforts to automate this problem-s olving activity fall out s ide
the s cope of thi s monograph.

In it s mo s t simple form we are faced with a computation that regularl y needs
the value of "FUN(arg)", where "FUN" i s a given, computable function defined on
the current value of one' or more s tored variables, collectively called "erg".

In ver s ion A of the program, only the value of arg is stored and the value of
FUN( ar g) i s computed whenEver needed. In version B, an additional variablE t Itfun"
say , i s introduc ed, whose sale purpo s e is to record t he value of ItF UN( arg}"
corr e sponding to the current value of argo

Where ver s ion A has
"arg:= ••.•••• " (i.e. as signment to arg)

version B will have
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Ilarg: = ..... ; fun:= fUN(arg)'1
thereby maintaining the relation

fun = FUN(arg)
As a resu l t of the v alidity of this relation , wherever versio n A call s for the

ev aluat ion of FUN(arg), ve rsion B will call for the current value of the variable

fun.

The r e are two po s s ible reasons to prefer ve rs i on B to version A. When the

val ue of FUN(arg) is more fr e quently requested than as s ignments to arg take place,
vers i on E cou l d require less computation time. I f necessary the technique can be
re f i ned by the i n troduction of a fu rt her (boolean) vari able " fu n up to date " t
indicatin g whet he r

th e relation

" f un = FUN( arg)tr is as sumed to hold. Assignment

to a rg i s t hen a s s ociat e d with
"fun up to date:= fa ls e " ;

whe never t he value of FUN(arg ) is needed, in s pection of this boolean variable

will tell, whether FUN(arg) has to be computed afresh; if so, the computed value
wil l be as s igne d to f un and in accordance with its meaning "fun up to date" will
be s et to t rue . Let us call the las t program ver s ion
three programs, only

diff~ri n g

C~

It is c lear that these

where version A assigns to arg or uses the valu e

of FUN(arg ) are equivalent as far as their output is concerned; it is certainly
not inconc e ivabl e that version E or C is derived from vers ion A by mechanical
means .

But quite often the situation is not as simple a s that and now we come to
th e second reason for introducing such a variable "fun". Often it i s ve ry
unattracti ve to comput e FUN(arg) fro m scratch for arbitrary values of arg, while
it is much ea si e r to compute how the value of FUN (arg) changes when the value
of arg i s chang ed. In that cas e , the adjus tment of the value of "fun" is more
in timitely linked with the nature of the func tio nal de pendence than is suggested
by

"arg:= •..•••• ; fun:= FUN( arg)".

Oft en this possi bility i s not only intimately link e d to the nature of the
functio nal depende nce, but also to the "hi s tory of the variabl e arg" as the
computation proceeds! We have s een a very s triking example in the program for the
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prime table (see Section

II

A f irst example of step-wise program camposi tionlt)

wit h th e in t r oduct i on of I'ord l . , which i s functionall y dependent o n !'jll, vi z .
Ilo rd 'l i s the min imum value sati s fying
p[ ord] ! 2 > j
wh e r e the adju s t ment of "ord" was a ve r y attractive oper atio n thanks to th e fact

th at fijI! was mon otonicall y increasing in time.

In my un derstan di ng of programs I want s uc h additional var iables that store
redundan t info r matio n , to be clearly recognized as s uch f even i f it is a somewhat
u ndef in ed f unction al r el ation s hip a s In the cas e of the t able "mult" fram the same

exampl e. I am s tro ngly inclined to vi ew suc h programs as , s ay , optimizing refine-

me nt s of a more · ab s tract program, even wh en the optimization effected by the
additional varia bl es is essenti al when we want to make a program wi th a realist ic
perfo rmance . Fro m t he poin t of view of e ffici ency such an additional variable may
be so vital t hat it ma y st ri ke one as irre s pon si bl e daydreaming to concei ve a level
in

~Ih i ch

i t s presence has been abs tracted from. The way i n which such an additional

varia bl e is man ipulated is oft en experienced as th e body of the algorithm: it is
o fte n t here tha t we harvest the fruits of our ma t hemat ical ingen uit y . The point
i s t hat, al though t he poss ibility of at l east one s uch optimizing refinement i s
essen tial for maki ng some thing wit h a r e alistic performanc e , on closer in s pec tion
o ne often discovers t hat suc h an o ptimi z i ng r e finemen t i s far from unique, e ven
on its coars e s t le vel .

~.

I remem ber one program in whic h the additional information was so

r edun dant that not only th e value of "fun" could be derived fro m that of "argll but
al so t he othe r way round. Sudde nl y the r elat i on between IIfun" and "arg" became
symmetric and I have be en s eriously bothered by the question what did entitle me
to treat t hem

50

as ymmetrically. Th e program in qu est ion generated all the

so lu tio ns of a combinatorial puzzle. On closer in spect i on it t urned out that there
was a secon d com binatorial puzzle, whe re it could be pro ved that the re e xisted a
on e- t o-o ne corre s pondenc e between the solutions of the two problems. If I had solved
the s econd comb i nat orial pro blem I would have found the role o f Itfun lt and nargH
interchanged! In t radi t i onal programming, where such fu nct ional depen denci es are
not explic itl y shown, th e t wo puz zles woul d probably be s olved by id entical
pro grams , whe reas I made two diffe r ently s tructured pro g rams. And I think rightly
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so , f or the singl e program for the two puzzles need ed a different proof for its
correctness , depending on which puzzl e it was supposed to solve and th i s seems
s omewhat unfair when we also wish that o ur unders tanding o f the compu tations be
reflected in the str uct ure of o ur programs !
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On a program model.

Before we have a program we must have composed it; after we have a program

-if there was any sense in making it- we shall have it executed. In this

s~ction

I shall not stress the activities of program composition and of program execution

too much and I shall try to view the program as a static object. We want to view

it as a highly structured object and our main question is: what kind of structures
do we envisage and why? Our hope is that eventually we shall arrive at a program
structure that is both nice to compose and nice to execute. Mentally, of course,
I am unable to ignore these processes, but at present I do not want to discuss

them; in particular: I do not want to discuss a design methodology (whether to
work "from outside inwards" or the other way round), nor do I want to discuss
implementation consequences now. Again, in order not to complicate matters too
much,

r shall restrict myself to sequential programs.
If I judge a program by itself, my central theme, I think, is that I want

the program written down as

r can understand it,

I want it written down as I would

like to explain it to someone. But without further qualification these are just
motherhood statements, so let me try and see whether I can be more specific.

Let us consider a very simple computation, in which three distinct actions
can be distinguished to take place in succession, say: input of data, manipulation
(i.e. the computation proper) and the output of the results. One way of representing
the program is as a long string of statements:
begin

end

A next form adds some labels for explanatory purposes:
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begin of input:

begin of manipulation:

begin of output:

sugge s ting t o us , when we re ad the text , what i s going to happen next.

Still better, we write:

input:

end ·
--'
manipulation: begin

end·
--'
out put:

begin ••..•..•..••••.

where the labels are considered less as markers of points in the program text
than as n ame s of regions -as indicate d by the bracket pairs Itbegin - end lt -

that

follow the label, or as names of the three actions in which the computation has
been decomposed. But i f we tak e this point of view , the three "label s lf are still

comments, i .e. explanatory noi se for the benefit of the interested (human) reader,
whereas I would like to con s ider them as an integral part of the program. I want
my program t ext to reflect s omewhere the fact that the computation has been
deco mpos e d into a ti me-s uccess io n of the three actio ns, whatever form these might
take upon clos e r in s pection. A way of doing thi s is to write somewhere the
(textual) su cce ss ion of the t hree (abstract) statements
"input; manipulation; output"

on th e und e rstanding that the time-succession of the s e three actions will indeed
be contro ll ed from the above textual succes s ion, whereas the further refinements
of the se three actions will be given "somewhere else", perhaps s eparately, but

certainly without relative ordering.
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Well, if closed subroutines had not been invented mare than twenty years ago, this
would have been the time to do it! In other words: we are returning to familiar
grounds, to such an extent even t hat man y of my readers will feel cheated! I don't,
because one should never be as hamed of sticking to a proven method as long as it
is satisfactory. But we should get a clear picture of the benefits we should like
to derive from it, if necessary we should adjust it, and finally we should create
a discipli n e for us ing it. Let me the refore review the subroutin e concept, becau s e
my appr eciation for it has changed i n the cours e of the last year.

I was introduced to the concept of the closed subroutine in connection with
the EDSAC [1

J,

wh e r e the subroutine concept served as the basis for a library of

s tandard routi ne s . Those were t he days when the construction of hardware was a
great ad van t ure ·and man y of the s tandard routines were means by which ( s carce!)
memory and computation time CQuld be traded for circuitry: as the order code did
not comprise a divid e instruction t they had subroutines for divi s ion. Yet I do
not remember having appreciated subr outines as a means for "rebuildingtt a given
machin e i nto a more s ui t able one - cu r iously enough. Nor do I remember from those
d ays s ubrou t i ne s so muc h as ob j ects to be conceived and constructed by the user
to r eflect hi s analy s is: they were more the standard routines to be used by the
use r. Eventually I s aw them mainly as a device for the reduction of program length.
But t he whole program as s uch remained conceived as acting in a single homogeneou s
sto re , i n an un s truc t ured state space, the whole comput ation remained conceived a s
a s ingl e sequ ential process pe r formed by a singl e proc essor. In the following
year s , in th E many programming course s I gave, I have preached the gospel faithfully and I have oft en explained how the calling sequ ence handed aver the return
address and how t he su broutin e would t hen begin by s etting "the linkll -i. 8. the
return jump- at it s own end. At pres ent I would rather view the main program as
havi ng its own in s t r uction count e r t hat j ust continue s "counting" upon the completion
of the subroutine execution and would certainly not regard the "sleeping value" as
a parameter handed over to the subroutine. (StiU the old view has found its way
into the hardware of many machi nes . We have s een machines in which a subroutine
jump stored the link at "address zero" of the subroutine and ordered instruction
fetch to be resumed at "address one", an arrangement which makes re-entrant code
and recursive subroutines somewhat hard to implement. And even in this decade we
find machines which store at program interrupt the "program status" of the
interrupted program at a location a ssociated with the interrupt rather tban with
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the interrupted program!)

Ten years later, when ALGOL 60 emerged, the scene changed and we did not talk
an y more about closed s ubroutines! we called them tlprcedures" instead. They re-

mained to be appreciated by the programmer as a very handy means for shortening
the program te xt , and more and more programmers started to use them for the

purpos~

of structuring, s o that program adaptation to foreseen changes in problem specification could be confined to the replacement of one or mare procedure bodies,

Dr

to

a procedure call with some actual parameters changed. But the main novelty was the
concept of the local variables.

This was reflected in two important aspects. The fir s t one was the concept
of "scope ll

,

i. e ; the ide a that not all variables are homogeneous ly accessible all

t hrough the program: local variables of a procedure are inaccessible from outside
the proc ed ure body becau se outside it they are irrelevant. What local variables
a proc edu r e needs to do its private tas k i s its private concern, is no concern
of the calling main program and the fact that the main program can (and must:) be
conceived independently of these local variables i s judiciously reflected. We may
have some misgivings about the specific s cope rules, as embodied in ALGOL 60, but
we shou l d ap preci ate t hem as a very significant step in the right direction.

The s econd aspect of the novelty was given by the fact that procedures could
be used recursively, more precisely, that a procedure was allowed to call itself,

either directly or indirectly. The virtue of this facility has bee n the s ubject
of many hot debates ; as fa r

as I

can see the discussion has died down. The argument

against recursive proce dures was always an efficiency argument: non-re-entrant
code could be executed s o much more efficiently. But with the advent of multiprogramming another need f or f l e xible s torage allocation has emerged. And if there
are still machines in which non-re-entrant code can be executed much more

efficientl y , i.e. in which t he us e of recursive routines is punished by too heavy
a penalty, then I would venture the opinion that the structure of such a machine
should now be called somewhat old-fashioned. The rec ursi ve procedure, however,
forced upon us the recognition of the difference between its (static) text and
its (dyn arnie) activation -its "in earn ation" as it has been called. The procedure
text i s one thing; the set of local variables it operates upon this time is quite
another matter.
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50 far, s o good, but now some of its shortcomings (and I don 't care, whether
you call them linguistic or conceptual). Local variables are "created" upon
procedure entry, and are "annihilated l1 upon procedure exit. It is precisely this

automatic control ove r the lif e-time of variables pertaining to a procedure·

incarnation that allows us to implement the ( recursive) procedures by means of a
stack

(i. e.

a last-in-first-out storage arrangement). The fact that local variables

pertai ning to an i ncarnation only exist during t he incarnation make it impossible
fo r t he pro cedure to transmit information behind the scenes from one incarnation
to the next. To overcome this the concept "own" has been introduced, but this is
no solution to the problem: what own variables are really goad for becomes very
unclear i n the case o f r ecursion and, secondly, it is impossible to write a set
of procedures sharing a number of own variables. (We can simulate this by declaring
them i n an o uter black, embracing the procedure declarations , but then the scope
rules mak e them too gene,rally accessible: they can then no longer be regarded as
"b eh ind the s cenes".) Our conclusion -by no means new and by no means only mine!i s that th e concept "own" as introduced in ALGOL 60 must be regarded as ill-considered, and t hat we mu st look for new ways to control and describe life-time,
accessibi lity and identity of local variables.

But I have still anot her complaint about the procedure concept, and that

~s

that it i s s till primarily regarded as a means for shortening the program text
(although i t may be a text of unknown length as in the case of recursion). The
semantics of the pr oc edure call are described in terms of the famou s "copy rule":
the procedure call i s to be understoo d as a short-hand, because, semant ically
spe aking, we s hould replace it with a copy of the text of the procedure body
( with s uitable adjustments of identifiers and substitutions for parameters)
whereupon the thus modifi ed text will be executed by the same machine as the one
executing the main program. It remains (a representation for) a s ingle program
text to be ex ecuted by a single sequential machine. And it is precisely this
picture o f a s ingle machine that does not satisfy me en y longer.

I want to view the main program as executed by its own, dedicated machine,
equipped with the adequate i nt ruction repertoire operating on the adequate
vari abl es and sequenc e d under control of i ts own in st ruc tion counter, in order
that my main program would solve my probl em if I had such a machine. I want to
view it t hat way , becaus e it s t resses the fact that the correctness of the main
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program can be discussed and established regardless of the availability of this
(probably still vir tual) machine: I don't need to have it, I only need to have
its specifications as far as relevant for the proper execution of the main
program under consideration.

For me, the co nception of this virtual machine is

an embodiment af my

powers of abstraction, not unlike the way in which I can understand a program

written in a so-call ed higher level language, without knowing how all kinds of
operations (such as multiplication and subscription) are implemented and without
knowi ng s uc h irrelevant details as the number system us ed in the hardware that
is eventually responsible for the program execution.

In actual · practice, of course, this ideal machine will turn out not to
exist, so ou r next task - stru cturally s imi lar to the original one- is to program
the simulation of the "uppe r " machine. In programming this simulation we have to
decide upon data structures to provide for the state space of the uppper machine;
furthermore we have to make a bunch of algorithms, each of them providing an
impl emen t ation of an instructio n assumed for the order code of the upper machine.
Fin ally , the "lower" machine may have a set of private vari ables, introduced for
its own benefit and completely outside the realm and scope of the upper machine.
But this bunch o f programs is written for a machine that on all probability will
not exist , s o our next job will be to simulate it in terms of programs for a
next-lower machine, etc . until finally we have a program that can be executed by
our hardware .

If we succeed in building u p our program

a~Dng

the lines just given, we

have arranged our prog r am in layers. Each program layer is to be understood all
by it s elf, under the assumption of a su itable .machine to execute

it, while the

function of each layer is to simulate the machine that is assumed to be available
on the l evel immed iat ely above it.

Why this model? What are t he ben efits we hope to deri ve from it? Let me try
to list them.

1)

Our experience as recorded in "A first example of step-wise program composi tion"

s trongly suggests that the arrangement of various layers , corresponding to differe nt
level s of abstraction, is an attracti ve vehicle for program composition.
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2)

It i s not vain to hope that many a program modification can now be presented

as replacement of one (virutal) machine by a compatible on e .

3)

We may hope that the model will give us a better grip on the probl ems that

arise when a program has to be modified while it i s in action. If a machine at a

given lev el is stopped between two of its instructions, all lower machines are
complet ely passive and can be replaced, while all higher machines mu s t be regard ed

as engag ed i n t he middle of an instruction: their st ate must be considered as
being in transition. In a se quential machine the s tate can only be interpreted
i nbet ween i n st ruction execution s and the picture o f thi s hierarch y of machines,

each hav ing its awn instruction cauter -"counting i ts instructions"- seems mare
profit able if we wish to decide at any given moment, what i nterpretation s are

valid . In the us ual programming language in which computational progress is
me asured in a homogeneous measure -say lithe grain" of one statement- I feel somewhat

helpless when faced with the qu es tion of which i nt erpretations are v alid when.

4)

We may hope that the model will even assist us in recovery problems -total

or part i al- when

5 0me

malfunctioning has been dete cted. (Recently I have been

involv ed in the des ign and construction of a multiprogramming system, but one
of the most anno ying t hi ngs was our total inability to e s timate (mechanically)
the scope of t he disast er whe n a memory cell gave a parity alarm. The only safe
reaction we could implement wa s i ns tantaneous machine stop, hardly a solution to

be pro ud of: )

5)
on e

Th e picture of a l ayered hierarchy of mach i nes pro vides a counter poison to

o f t he danger s evok e d by ruthl ess application o f the principle "Div ide and

Rule", v i z . tha t differe nt components are programmed so independently of each

other that duplic atio n of work (or worse) takes place. The fact that a layer
contains "a bunch o f programs" to be e xecute d by some conceptual machine stresses

the fact that the programs of this bunch are invit ed to s hare the same primitives.
Separation of tas ks is a good thing, on the other hand we have to tie the loose
e nds together again!

[1 ]

tiThe Preparation ~. (" Programs for an Electronic Digital Computer j with

Special Re ference to the EDSAC and the use of a Library of Subroutines",
M.V.Wilkes , D.J.Wheeler and S.Gill, Addis on-We sley Press, 1951
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A second example of step-wise program composition.

With a picture of program structure as a layered hierarchy of machines
emerging, my fingers are itching to play with it, i.e. to make another program.
The notational techniques employed should not be regarded as a well-considered
proposal: they have been chosen to suit my fancy and should be regarded as part
of the experiment.

The problem is the following one. There is given a line printer which is
controlled by two commands "NLCR" (New Line Carriage Return) which defines the
utmost left position of the next line

85

the "currently printable position" t and

the command "PRSYM(n)" which prints a character identified by the value of the
integer parameter n on the currently printable position and defines the position
immediately to the right of the printed position as the new currently printable
position. (For our discussion we can regard lines of infinite length as permissible.)
We shall only make use of two specific values of n, called "space" and "mark"
respectively. uPRSYM(space)" causes the currently printable position to remain
blank, "PRSYM(mark)'1 will print a given, visible character, some sort of asterisk
say.

Furthermore two integer function of an integer argument are given,
satisfying
for 0 < i < 1000

O:S: fx(i) < 100

and

0< fy(i) < 50

Now we have to make a program printing 50 lines, numbered from top to bottom
by a y-co-ordinate running from

49

through 0, the positions on a line being

numbered from left to right by an x-eo-ordinate running from 0 through 99. On the
thousand positions (or less in the case of coincidence) given by
x

fx(i) and y = fy(i) for some i satisfying

O:S: i < 1000

a mark has to be printed; all other positions on the paper have to remain blank.
In other words: a curve is given in a discrete parameter representation and we
wish to use the line printer as a digital plotter.

I have used this problem extensively in viva voce examinations and the
majority of the students quickly discover that, due to the absence of oLCR (Old
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Lin e Carriage Return) and of a "backspace", the order in which the printable

positions have to be served

15

dictated by t he printing commands and, secondly,

that t hi s order has nothing to do with the order of the marks if we number them,
say, in the order of increasing i. As a result they quickly conclude that the use
of storage seem s indicated: first the thousand i-values should be s canned, i.e.
th e page image sho uld be stored in a convenient manner, while afterwards, under
control of the s tored image, the page should be printed. (To be more precise: we
assume tha t the computer has sufficient store for this purpose and that the
computation of the functio.n values "fx(i)n and

IIfy(i)" may be so time-consuming

that we wish to have them comput ed only once for each i-value.)

We now docume nt this

des~n

deci sion, and I propo s e the following piece of

text:
COMPFIR5T
begin
draw : {bUild; pri nt };
~

image;

instr build(image), print(image)
end

The above piece of documentation, which is considered as an integral part
of the final program, should be i nterpreted as follows.

It refers to a machine called "COMPFIR5T" (we use capitals for machine
name s and try to express the type of decision reflec ted in the program made for
them) .

The next line gives a named algorithm: its name is "draw" (this being

assumed to be the name of the total program to be made, that has to "draw" a
curve), the algorithm e xpresses the de sired time-succession of two actions,
building the image in s tore, followed by printing paper under control of the
stored value.

In the last two lines we give the declarations (or declaration headings),

namin g the compon ent s of the machine for which the above algorithm i s intended.
The fir s t lin e describes that t he name

It

imagen will be used for t he data st ructure
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that has to accommodate the page i mage; the variable "image" is the only component

of the state sp ace of this machine. Its instruction code comprises two instructions,
named "build" and "print" respecti vely .

Befo re proceed ing , it should be noted that we have used s ome abbreviations
of which I don't know ye t whether they are very wise or very foolish. They have
both to do with t he f act that t he v ariable "image" i s a uniqu e variable of thi s
type.

If t he s tate s pac e should have contained two images, I would have written
"~

image;

image var imagEd, image2"
expres s i ng that the state s pace comprises two v ariables (called lIimage1" and
"image2"

r espec tively ) , with the same set of possible v alues, this se t being

ch ar act erized by their

~,

called ltimag e ll . I n a later s tep th e

~

image would

e njo y furt he r detailing an d this would a pply to both v ariables. As the set of

var iables of this typ e contain s onl y one element , I have ventured not to distinguish
between the se t (cal led "image") and its on ly element (also called "image").
When descriptions in CDMPfIRST (such as "build ( image)" ) refer to tlimage", they
r efer to the variable; when later structuring detail i s given , it refers to the
type imag e .

The las t line cont ains the code of in s t r uction s which are like the procedure
heading. In general they contain the type of the parameters, where the. call contains

the vari ables as actual parameters. Again this seems foolish i f the parameter

1S

uniquely given by its t ype and for this reason we have mentioned the actual
parameter in the declaration, and have omitted the mentioning of "image" in the
code describing t he algor ithm "draw". Thu s we can re serve the expl i cit ly mentioned
ac t ual pa ramete rs for the case where this combinatorial freedom is actually used.

Be fore proceeding, I would like to stress that our little algorithm named

ud raw l! can and should be regarde d a s a program written for a machine . We s hould
write the manual for this machin e ; in it we have to s tate
1)

th at t he operatio n "build" assigns a value to the variable "image" s pec ifying

the image to be printed on paper a s given by the function s f x and f y .
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2)

that the operation "print" prints the picture on paper as specified by the

current value of the variable

II

image 1l •

The fact that it can really be regarded as an algorithm for a machine' is
pe rhap s mo st e asil y s een when we consider alternati ve algorithms for "draw" e. g.
draw: !pri nt; build!

i s wrong, b e cause now the action "print" is undefined;

draw: {bu ild; build; print}
i s correct but unnec ess arily time-consu ming, be cause the s econd action "build"
assigns to "image" the value i t already has;
d raw : Ibuild; print; print]

woul d mak e sens e: i t would print the picture twice.

We now resume our programming tas k. If we had machine IICOMPFIRST" at our

dispo s al, the litt le progr am named "draw" to be executed by i t would do the job.
For the s ake of argument and in order to be realistic we now a ssume that we do
not have at aur di s posal s uch a machine tailored to our needs, and the refore our
next t as k ( s imi lar to t he previou s on e !) is to make such a machine.

Th e re are three named entit ies assumed, viz. "build", "print" and "image",
wher e the fir s t two r efe r to the latter one. As a consequence, a further detailing
o f t he l atter one wi l l af fe ct the two f irst ones; als o. it is ve r y hard. t o gi ve
any fu rt her de tailing of the action HprintH without any further commitments as to
t he s t r ucture of " i mage". The action "build", however, ad mits a f urther detailing
al by i tsel f. And it is for that re ason tha t we take "build" as our first

can did ate fo r fu rther refi ne ment.

We have to descr ib e , how t he variable lIimage" will get it s value corresponding
to t he pro per positioning of the thou s and marks. As a total operation, it ass igns

a valu e to a variabl e , whose earlier value was undefined: anticipating that the
mark s will be added "one at a time ll , we s ee, that addition of a next mark will
turn out to be an action o perating on an already defined value of the variable
"image!!. It therefore seem? attractive to view the whole setting of the mark s as
operating on an alre ady defined value, viz. the one corre s ponding to the blank
page. This decis ion lead s to
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CLEARFIRST
begin
build: {cle ar; se tmark s};
in str clear(image), setmarks ( image)
end
wh ere the action "cle ar ll assigns to image the valu e corre s ponding to a picture of
fift y blank lines, where the action tl se t marks" adjusts the initial value of image

to the one in which the thousand (or less) marks of the curve have been added.

Again , CLEARfIRST ' is a machine for which alternative programs could have
be en wr itten , e .g.

bui ld:

!clear I

wo uld make sense , but would produce fifty blank l ine s as output;
build: {setmark s ; c le ar}
would contain an unde f ined o peration;
build: {Clear; clear ; setm ark s '}

wou ld con tain a s uperfluou s operation, just as
build: {Cle ar; setmarks; setmarksJ
wo uld , bec ause the second action " setmarks 'l would onl y add marks to the picture
that would already be t here and the refore would not change the value of "image".

(Not e an notation use d. Th e al gorithm ex pl aining lIbuild u in terms of "clear"
and II s etmark s " does s o without explici tl y mentioning "imag e ll , because we do not
wi s h to use t he actual paramete r notation in algorithms unl ess i ts actual combinatorial fre edo m is in fact used in this machine .
furt hermore, "build tl being a on e-par ame t er operation no separate identifier
f o r its formal par ame ter has been i ntroduce d. Als o t his abbreviation on my part
could turn out to be very unwise.)

The nex t s tep 1n the . design of the computation - bec aus e it can be mad e
without any fu rt her commitments- is to describe how the thousand marks of the
curve will be dealt with in t urn. Fo r the time being I propose the following
write-up:
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ISCANNER

bEgin integer i;

setmarks: !i:= 0; while i < 1000 do !add mark; i plus 1]);
instr add mark(i , image)

end

Thi s algorithm is to be un der stood in a machine who se instruction repertoire
comprises "add mark(i, image)n whic h will change the value of "image" i n accordance

with the addition of the i-th mark. It describes the order in which the marks are
dealt with; it shows that all marks will be dealt with exactly once.

But this i s not a ll: a new variable (viz.

"ilt) has been introduced, the

algorithrn a ppeals to a se t of actions refering to this variable (l1i:= 011, "i

<

1000"

and "i plus 1" ) and if I were completely con s istent, i t seems that I should list
th em at th e bottom, as possibly requiring further clarification at a later stage,
ju s t as "add mark". I have not done s o ( 1 have treated them along the s ame lines
as th e ~-do clause). From the point of view of language semantics this

separate treatmen t of an' implcitly understood t y pe integer doe s not seem attractive ,

and it se ems hard to ju s tify, why the type integer is treated differently from the
ty pe

It

image": both are i mplicit ly understood in this machine .

Yet I have done it. All the time I design programs f or non-exi stin g machines
and add: "if we now had a machine comprising the primitives here assumed, then the
job i s done". Thi s is, logically speaking, correct; in practice it is a joke,

becau s e we know very we l l that we cannot assume a general purpose machine to be
avail abl e whose in s truction code is so very well tailored to our needs . We should
not close our e ye s - nor feign to do

so ~-

to our responsibility to provide such

primitives in a later stag e of the de s ign. When I now appeal to a well-understood

t ype "inte ger " and the operations defined on variables of such a type in this
exc e ptional mann e r, I do

50

with th e intention of expressing that -although these

faciliti es have to be pro vided in s ame form or another- providing these facilities

falls out s ide the scope of the programmer's responsibility and also that the
programmer will accept any r e asonable implemen t ation of them.

Again we are le ft with a primitive that admits further refinement without
commitmen ts regar ding the oth er primitives. We have to describe how dealing with
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mark no.i can be expres s ed in terms of dealing with a position on the page: we
create the machine deal i ng with the computation of this position.
COMPP05

begin integer x, y ;
add mark: Ix:= fx(i); y:= fy(i); mark posl;
instr mark pas (x, y, image)
end
where " mark pas" will c hange the current value of the variable " image" in accordance
with th e addition of a mark with the co-ordinates "x" and "yn on the picture to be

printed.

(Note. In the last refinement it is explicitly assumed that the functions
fx(i) and fy(i) can be e valuated in any order of their argument values . If these
two thous and f unction values were to be read from an input stream , pair wise in a
prescribed order of i-values, then the last two machines would have to be merged
into a s ingle one.}

By now] see no po ss ibility of further refinement without committing myself
to thE struc tur e of the still rather vague type "image". How do we propose that
this value will be stored? We have to structu re the variables of type tlimage", or,
what amounts to exactly the same thing, we have to choose a representation for its
possible value s .

Wh i le lect uri ng at various places 1 have described versions of th1s program
to different audiences, and it may be worth-while to point out that at least twice
part of my audi ence was deeply troubled by the time I had reached this stage. They
felt far instance, that I could nat claim that my program, as far as developed,
was correct; they objected to my remark that
draw: {build; print; print}
would produce the same picture twice, for how did I know, that "print" did not

(by mean s of some side-effect) Change the value of "image" before I had ~ the
pr imitive "print"? The answer to this, of course, is that "print " has to do what
has been stated and should not do what has not been stated. But then more objections
came: I had failed to show that the representation was unique, perhaps it was such,
that "print " was only a pnrtial fun ction, undefined for some possible values of
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"image", etc. The an s wer to thi s seems to be the fallowing: legitimate as such
conc e rn s are, they s hould be dealt with at the right moment, i.e. not be f ore we
are committing ourselves to a r e presentation . It is apparently the strength of our
approach t hat so much of the prog r am could be written down independent ly of the
representation to be chosen for the valu es of the type

II

image". What we ha ve don e

so far se em s indeed a judicious exploitation of our power of abstraction (here
abstraction of the partic ular r e pre sentation to be chasen for the data structure
II

image" ) •

But e ven if we now come t o the conc l usion that the time has come to decide
upon the dat a structure for the t ype Itimage" we still don't need to commit oursel ves
completely . Faced wi th the question how to structure our variable now, we can take
o ur dec i s ions s te p-wise, just as we have done with the algorithmic refinement s
encoun tered s o far .

We rec all t hat the origin of the problem was to be fo un d in the circumstance
that the printing pr imitive s "PRSYMI1 and "NLCR" forced the computation to produce
the picture lin e after line going from top to bottom. Let us try to give recognition
to that f ac t by regarding the image as composed of an array of lines. I then come
to the f ollowing next leve l.

LI NER

begin i nteger j j
im age:

lar r ay l in e [O : 49JI;

pr i nt: Ij: = 49; ~ j ~ 0 .E!E!. Ilineprint ( line[j]); j minus
cle ar: I j:= 49 ; while j

~

0 do Ilineclear (l ine[jJ ) ; j ~
mark pos: Ilinemark(line [ y J )I ;

~

11 );
111 ;

li ne j

i ns tr l in e print(line), lineclear(line), linemark( x , lin e )
end

In the l a s t line but one we have introduced a type called "line"; a type,
I rec al l . i s r egarded as a collection of distinguishable values and a variable of

s uch a t y pe can , at any moment, have one of this collection as its value. The first
line af code expr es ses that the t y pe "imageH is composed of an array of

50

elements

of t ype "lin e ". numbered from 0 through 49. and. being the onl y t ype composed from
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this type, aga in we ab sta in from introducing a new identifier (wisely or not).

Then, "print !', I'cl ear 'l, and "mark pas", being operations that were understood a s operati ng on an "image ll are translated in algorithms expressed in .terms

of operations on a line. In the code of these algorithms, the (true) actual parameter
specifi es which line; at the end of th e desc ription we give the in struction list,
indicating tha t the action s operat e on

If

a line"; we have given the type, but not

the parame ter.

This lev el introduces some new features. To start with (as in explaining
"image ll ) we treat the struct ural refinement of a data type on a footing very

simi lar to the algorithmic refinements ( as applied to "print", "clear" and "mark
pas"). Before this lev el , our approach could have been regarded as an effort to
establish a di scipl ine for " s ubroutinization U -i f the reader will excuse this
horribl e term!-, now we ob s erve that that characterization of our effort covers
only half of what we are trying to do, a s we are trying to apply a similar tech nique
to da ta s tructu r es as well. Secondly, our previous machine explained just one
ent ity ( i nstruction or data type) in contrast to "LINER", which explains a whale
bunc h of them. The point is that we try to associate with each le vel a separate
design decision; the decision tak e here is to understand the image from now onwards
in t erms if line s , and therefore all operation s dealing with an image as such have
to be translated in term s of operations dealing with it s lines. The image has been
" explained away", t he only unu s ual type we still have to deal with is the type
tiline " and that is what we are going to do now. I draw your attention to the fact
that in the lev el to come, we have to deal with lines: that lin es are used to
compo se i mages from is no longer rele van t!

To re present a line we have many dif fe rent possibilities, e.g. a list of
the x-eo-ordinates of the positions where a mark should be printed (possibly sorted
in ord er of increasing x-value), a boole an array of 100 elements, each element
indicating whether the corresponding position on the line o f the picture should be
marked, or an integer array of 100 elements, each element having the value "mark"
or tlspace ll of the PRSYM-parameter for the corresponding printable position. The
last repres entation cater s for extension when different curves (with different
marks) have to pri nted in the same picture; therefore we select the last one.
This l e ads to
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LONGREP

begin i nt eger kj
line: {integer array sym[O : 99]};
line pr int: {k:~ 0; while k

< 100 ~ {PRSYM(sym[k] ) ; k plus 1!; NLCR!;,

linecl e ar: Ik:~ 0; while k

< 100 ~ {sym[kl:~ sp ace; k plu s 1!!;

linemark:

Isym[ x ]: ~ mark}

This how ever leads to an implementation filling out the line with spaces at
the righthand sid e o f the rightmost mark : it i s like banging the space bar until

the bell ring s when we want to effect the transition to a new paragraph 'while
writing a lett er !

The next version s u ppre ss e s superfluous PRSYM-commands and even leaves those

elements of the variable of type I'line" undefined that do not need to be defined.
With e ac h li ne a coun te r uf" i s associate d, gi ving the number of PRSYM-commands ,
to be given for that line . Clearing a l i n e now sh rinks into setting

"f" to zero!

SHORTRE P

begin integer k;

lin e: {integer f; i nteger array sym[O : 99]};
linepr int: Ik:~ 0; while k

lineclear: If: ~

oli

< f ~ {PRSYM ( sym[k]); k plu s

11;

NLCR};

<

lin emark: Isym[xl:~ mark;
if f

< x do {k:~ f; ~ k < x do Isym[k]:~ space; k plus 1l;
f :~x+lIl

Note added lat e r.

The abo ve prog r am is e ssen tially the program as I have shown i t to at least
five differe nt audiences. Now, two months later, while thinki ng at leisure about
correctnes s proofs, I suddenly realize that the given algorithm for " l inemark"
betray s my pas t, for it is a piece of lousy coding, compared with the following
al ternative:
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linemark: l~ f ::;; x do

Isym[ f J:~

space; f plus 1\;

sym[ x]:~ mark \
a version which guarantees that whenever IIsym[x]:= mark" is executed, the relation
"x < ffl will always be satisfied: it is precisely the function of the fir st line
to see to this. The reader is invited to try to understand both versions of linemark

and to compare both reasonings. He will then agree with my judgement that the
origival vers ion is lousy.

The second vers ion jumped into my mind on account of the following observat ion.

Th e conditional clause

"if 8 do SII

-

-

is used i n programs in two different ways . On the one hand we have the applications,
in which the execution of the statement 5 does not invalidate the truth of Bt on
t he ather hand we have the situations

~n

which the execution of the st atement 5 is

guaranteed to invalidate t he truth of B. In the latter case, it is the function of
the conditional s tatement t o ensure that after its execution B will not hold. It
is t hen, ess ential ly , a shortcut for
"whi
do SII ,
- -le
- B --

which has the property of invalidating the truth' of B (provided that it stops), but
the justification of the shortcut requires a separate proof that the repeated statement
will be executed at most once. (In

II

A fir s t example of step-wise program composition"

we did not bother to i ntroduc e this shortcut on le vel 2b4(4) where we wrote
"~

liard too small" do "increase ord by one"

here a conditional clause would have done the job!)
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On what we have achieved.

One of the met aphors in which I find myself thinking about the program
structure envisaged regards the program a s a necklace, strung from individual

pearls.

We have described the program in terms of levels and each level contained
"refi nements" of entiti es that were assumed available in higher levels. These
r ef inements were either dyn amic refinements (algorithms) or static refinements
(data stru ct ure s) to be understood by an appropriate machine. I Us e the term
"pearl " f or s uch a machine, refinements included.

Our pr e vious program con s ists of a necklace of six pearls, in order either

COMPFIRST
CLEARF IRST
ISCANNER
COMPPOS
LINER
LONGREP
or
COMPFIRST
CLEARF IRST
ISCANNER
COMPPOS
LI NER
SHORTREP

LONGREP and SHORTREP are two different pearls, they explain the same
concept s (from th e "upper face") into the same concept (of the "lower face"); only
the particular refinement s differ: they are as alternative programs for the same

j ob and the s ame machine.

Changing a program will be tre ated as replacing one Dr more pearls of the
orig ina l necklace by on e Dr more other pearl s . The pearl is the individual unit
from which programs are compo sed. Making a program (as a member of a class of
related programs) is now regarded as a two-stage process: making pearls {more than
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strictly necessary ) and then stringing a fitting necklace out of (8 s election

of)

them.

The reas ons f or this two-s tage approach are man y . In designing a program we

have to consider many, many alternative programs and once our program is finished,
we will have to change it ( into one of the alternativ e ones). As long as programs
are regarded a s linear s tring s of basic symbols o f a programming language and,
accordingl y , program modification is treated as text manipulation on that level,
th en each program modification mu s t be unde rs tood in the univer s e of all programs
(right or wrong!) that can be writte n in that programming language. No wonder that
program modi f ication i s then a mo s t risky

operation~

The basic symbol is too small

and meaningl es s a un i t i n term s of which to de scribe this. The pearl, embodying
the indepen dent -des ign de cision or, as t he case may be, an isolated aspect of
t he original problem statement, is meant to be the natural unit for such modifications.

To r e phrase the same argument: with the birth of ALGOL 60, syntax was
disco vered as a powerful means for expre ss ing s tructure i n a program text. ( Syntax
became so glorified that many workers in the field identified Computing Science
wi th Syntact ic An al ysi s ! ) It was sl ightl y o verlooked, however, that by expressing
s tructur e via synta x , this structu r e is onl y gi v en v ery indirectl y , i.e. to be
de rived by means of a parsing algorithm to be applied to a linear sequence of
basic s ymbol s . This hurt s if we realize that man y a program modification leaves
l arge portions of the structure unaffected, so that after painful re-parsing of
the modified text the same structure re-emerges! I have a strong feeling that the
adequacy of context-free methods for the representation of structure has been
gro s sly o veres timated. ( In my i mmediate e nvironment the followi n g program bug in
an ALGOL 60 program was brought to my attention. A program produced erroneous
output with a completel y checking implementation which in addition to the program
text requ i r es a fi nal IIpr ogendll after the last "end tt ; this additional character
is refused evrywhere el se so that a correct "begin - end" bracketing can be
established. It turned out that
1)

somewhere in the program a closing s tri ng quote was omitted;

2)

somewh e r e further down i n the program te xt an opening string quote was omitted;

"3 )

the "be gin - end" s tructu r e of the re s ulting program was syntactically correct;

4)

the i dentifiers declared between t he two omiss ions were only used between the

two omis s ion s , so t hat even conte xt-dependent chec ks were unable to give alarm.
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Having already my doubt as to the adequacy of context-free methods for expressing
macroscopic structure, I was delighted when this bug was shown to mel)

The mor e I think about pearls, the more I feel that something like them
is the onl y way out of it, if we recognize our responsibility to take (for a large
program) say a thousand (po ss ible) versions into consideration. You cannot expect
the prog rammer to make all these thousand versions fro m scratch, independent of
each oth er . The only way I see to produce such a potential variety is by a combinatorial t echn i que, i.e. by making more pearls (say 250) than needed for a single
necklace (say 200) and stringing a necklace from a particular selection. I see no
other fea s ibl e way. The other mechanism to achie ve great varie ty by combinatorial
means i s permutation, but this is denied to us becau se the final necklace must be
a fitting necklace and, gi ven the pearls, the order in which they have to be strung
on the thread to produce a fitting necklace is prett y well defined. And also: if

it is not, th e permissible change of order is pretty irrelevant!

Also, the pearl gives a clear status to an l1incomplete l1 program, consisting
of the top half of a necklace: it can be regarded as a complete program to be
executed by a s uitable machine (of which the bottom half of the necklace gives a
feasible implementation). As such, the correctness of the upper half of the necklace
can be established regardless the choice of the bottom half. Between two successive
pearls we can make a IIcut" which is a manual for a machine, provided by the part
of the necklace below the cut and used by the program represented by the part of
the necklace above the cut. This manual serves a s an interface between the two
parts of the necklace. We feel this form of interface more helpful than regarding
data-representation as an interface between operations, in particular more helpful
towards ensuring the combinatorial freedom required when a program has to be
adapted.

Ano t her remark concerns the range of validity of concepts along the necklace.
For in s tance, the concept "image" is introduced in our tap pearl "COMPFIRST" and
is explained away in our bottom pearl but one, viz. "LINER". If we now come to
the conclusion that the program as envisaged is too demanding on storage space so
that we cannot afford to introduce the variable "image", we are faced with a
major program revision and we have to replace the tap five pearls by other ones,
because that is the range of validity of the concept "image"! The bottom pearl
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(eith er "LONGREP'I or t'SHORTREP"), however, can be retained.

(I mention this as

an e xampl e of the fact that pearl e xc hange i s by no means res tricted to e xc hange

of the bottom pearl. )

Wi th r es pect to the validit y range of concepts along the necklace I would
like to ask your attention for an obs ervation which thrilled me the first time

I made it. ( In ret r os pection it is pretty obvious and that i s exactly why it may
be worth-while to be ex plicit about it.) With each pearl we associate "an independent
de s i gn deci s ion" and the ordering of t he pearls along the necklace therefore implies
an orde r i ng o f t he

d es ~gn

de cisions. Can we change thi s order? Yes, we can, although

we th en have different pearl s . By way of experiment I have followed the well-known
ad v ice : if you are faced with two primi t i ve s -in our case "build" and "print"-

decid e immed i at ely upon their interface -in our example "image ll -

so that the two

primi t i ves can now be r e fined independent ly of each other. So I did, and I came

to th e following form of necklace
CDMPFIRST
LI NER'
CLEARFIRST'
ISCANNER'
COMPPOS'
SHORTREP

(the four middle pearls being pr imed to indicate that they refer to dif ferent
pearl s , although they embody the same decision s as the ones in the original set.)
The resulting program i s muc h messier. Why?

Along the necklace we can indicate for each concept it s range of validity :

of cou r se they overlap and we can view them as the individual threads from which
the whole e x planation i s twined, as a kind of "logical rope". The mess y version

has a logical rope twine'd from more and sometimes longer individual threads: its

logical rope is thicker, the whole con s truction is more tightly interconnected.
The observation thrilled me because it gave a very con vincing demonstration (at

leas t f or me~) that el eganc e , clarit y and the like have indeed marked quantitative
aspe ct s ( as Mozart knew: man y if his compositio n~ that make one catch onets breath

are mi s leadingly simple, they seem to be made just out of practically nothing~).
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We can phrase t he observ ation in mor e technical terms. The primed vers ion i s
mess y becaus e the image i s explained away i n terms of

li~es

at too early a stage,

thereby fo rcin g us t o expl ain "CLEARf IR5T", "I5CANNER" and "COMPP05" in terms o f
l ine s , whil e they could s till be explained in terms of the image, i.e. independent
of the representation to be chosen for it. Or, in other words, in the original
version we have made a more judiciou s ex ploitation of Dur power of abs t r actio n

t han in the pr ime d one. The larger the number of pearls independent of the particular r epresen tatio n , the more adaptable one' s program and the more easily unders tandab l e -bec au se that set of pearls can be un ders tood at a higher level of

abstraction. The ex peri ence se ems to indicate that the goals of adaptability and
c larity ha ve been giv e n s ome substance and (what is more) go by their very nat ure
hand i n hand. This is ve r y encou ragi ng (although not surprising).

It al s o give s -me at least- a s ome what clearer picture of the s cope of my
present e ff orts. What e ve r I shall develo p, it will not be a Gen eral Problem Solver,
not a mechanical one, not even one writ t en f or the benefit of the human problem
solver . But i t may give the human some appreciation for the various aspects of
"el egance " of a s olution when he succeeds in finding one . And as s uch it may give
him a gu ide line.
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On grouping and sequencing.

While we are considering a programming tool in which explicit recognition
has been given to the hierarchy of levels of abstraction, the present section is
also applicable to programming in programming languages as they are understood
todaYf viz. on a constant semantic level. (And there is a fair chance that the
current section has its morals outside the restricted field of programming, for
it S8ems to be concerned with problem solving in general.)

I shall illustrate my point with two examples, bath of which, again, I have
used in viva voce examinations. lowe the first example to Niklaus Wirth.

The problem is to construct a program generating non-empty sequences of O's,
1'5 and 2'5 without non-empty, element-wise equal, adjoining subsequences, generating

these sequences in alphabetical order until a sequence of length 100 (i.e. of 100
digits) has been generated. The programmer may make use of the knowledge that a

sequence of length 100 and satisfying the conditions actually exists. The start
of the list of sequences to be generated is:

o
01
010
0102
01020
010201
0102010
0102012

Each solution (apart from the first one) is an extension (by one digit)
of an earlier solution and the algorithm is therefore a straightforward backtracking
one.

We are looking for the "good tl sequences, we assume a primitive available
for the investigation of whether a trial sequence is good. If it is good, the trial
sequence is printed and extended with a zero to give the next trial sequence; if
the trial sequence is no goad, we perform on it the operation "increase" to get
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the next trial sequ enc e , i.e. final digits = 2 are removed and then the last
remaining digit is i nc reas ed by 1. ( The operations "e xtend with zero" and "increase lt

guarantee that trial sequen c es are generated in alphabetical order, the s olution s ,
bein g a s election from them, will then be printe d in alphabe tical order as ·well.)
The algorithm will s tart investigating the fa l lowing trial sequences, tho se marked
by an asterisk wil l be rejected as "no good":

o
..

00
01
010

..

0100

..

0 101
0 102
0 1020

..

010200
010201
0102010

..

01020 100

..

01020 101

..

01020102

..

0102011
0102012

I found the majority of my students inclined to make a program with the
following structure :
"set t rial sequence to s ingl e zero;

repeat

i f good

~

begin print trial sequence; extend trial sequence with zero end

els8
increase trial sequence

unt il length = 101"

Although a program along th ese l ines produce s the correct output, objections
can - and to my taste: shoul d- be made against it. The first objections regards the
s topping criterion: when a s olution of length 100 has been printed , ~ (k nowing the
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algorithm) can dedu ce that after that for the first time the trial sequence will
have l en gth

= 101

and tnis i s now the criterion to stop, but this is a rather

indirect and tortuous way to establish the s topping crit erion. (How tort uous it is
was clearly demon s trated by tho se students who did not see that an unnecessary
trial s equence was generated and declared for the trial sequence an array of 100
elements instead of 10 1. ) The second objection ~s that the operation "increase
trial s equ ence" never increases its length: after rejection of a trial sequence a

s uperfluou s test on the length is performed. (When I used this example for stu de nt
examination exam inatio ns I had not stressed very explicitly in my l ectures any
probl em sol ving princip l es, so my disappointment was not too severe. In a sense
I am glad to have obs erved these examinations, for it was for me an inc ent ive to
stress problem solv ing principles as far as I could find, formulate and teach them.)

The program to whic h the above ob j ections do not apply treats the empty
se qu ence as a virtual s olution, not to be printed. It has -to the same level of
detail- the following structure:
lIset trial sequ ence empty;
re peat ext end trial sequence with zer o;
~

no good

££ i ncrease trial sequence;

print trial sequence
until length = 100"

Here length is the le ngth of the s olution printe d (if any), thus avoiding
the tortuous reasoning for the stopping criterion. Also no superfluous·last trial
sequence (never t o be investigated) will be generated, t hank s to t he fact that
we have two loops inside each other, super f luous length testing no longer

occurs~

Those for whom efficiency is the main criterion wil l probably be most convinced
by the last observation. I myse lf, who attach considerable importance to understandability , am attracted to the latter program becau se I c

~ 11 terpret

i t as a further

refinement of the program structure
"set sequence empty;
repeat transform sequence to next solutionj
print sequence
until length = 100"
This (more abstract) program is only concerned with sequences that are solutions:
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on this level of description one can ignore that the transition from one solution
t o the next takes place via a sequence of trial so lution s that turn out to be
failures.

lowe to Joe Weizenbaum the second example. Make a program that, for given
positive i nteger n, determines the smallest number s that can be decomposed into
the sum of two n-th powers in at least two non- trivially different ways.

(for n

~

n

~

s
2

s

3

s

n = 4

s

n

~

=
~

=

1 + 21 = 11 + 11
2
2
2
25 = 0 + 52 = 3 + 4
3
3
3
3
1729 = 1 + 12 = 9 + 10
4
4
4
4
635318657 = 59 + 158 = 133 + 134
2

~

0

)

When I f irs t used thi s example in an oral examination, it took the student

twenty minutes to ge t somewhat familiar with the problem and he then sketched a
searching algorithm which -when patched up- could indeed find a number that
allowed multiple decompositions i nto s ums of two n-th pcwers, but he could not
prove that when his algorithm produced a value s that it would be the minimum value.

( As a matter of f act he had, up till then, ignored that pert of the problem statement .)

He then regrouped his farce s and made a program of the following form:
"integer
5:::;

5,

k;

1;

repeat

5:= 5

+ 1;

k:= lithe number of ways in which

5

can be decomposed as the sum

of two n-th powers"
~k>

thu s arri vin g at a hopelessly in e fficient al gorithm. The error he made was the
decision at too e arly a st age to investigate the natur al numbers in succession , the
overwhelming majority of which are not decomposable at all. Reasoning that the
value we are looking for is the smal lest decomposable number satisfying an additional
property, one comes to an algorithm whos e first sketch could be
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"integer k,

9,

t;

t:= 1 (and further initialization);

repeat s·- "smalle s t decomposable value larger than t";
k:= " t he number of wa ys the above minimum is obtained"
t::

5

until k> 1"

By storing a collection of triples ( number pairs with their corresponding
s-value ) , among which each time the pair ( s) with minimum s-value exceeding twill
occur and adjusting this collection each time t is increased, a program emerges
that is orders of magnitude more efficient, t jumping from decomposable value
to the next decompo s able value. Programming (or problem solving in general?) as
the judicious

p~stponement

of decisions and commitments!

